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Love—on the rocks….The last thing Vaughan Hewson expects to find when he returns to his
childhood home is a broken hearted bride in his shower, let alone the drama and chaos that
come with her.Lydia Green doesn't know whether to scream or cry in a corner. Discovering the
love of your life is having an affair on your wedding day is bad enough. Finding out it's with his
best man is another thing all together.Just when this runaway bride has nowhere left to turn, a
handsome stranger offers her a broad, muscular shoulder to cry on. Vaughan is the exact
opposite of the picture perfect, respected businessmen she's normally drawn to. This former
musician-turned-bartender is rough around the edges and is facing his own crossroads. But
Lydia's already tried Mr. Right and discovered he's all wrong--maybe it's time to give Mr. Right
Now a chance.After all, what's wrong with getting dirty?Dirty is the first book in the Dive Bar
series from bestselling author Kylie Scott.

About the AuthorEl Dr. Don Colbert es un médico certificado en medicina de familia y de
antienvejecimiento. Cuenta con una vasta experiencia en las áreas de nutrición y medicina
preventiva. Ha ayudado a millones de personas a descubrir el gozo de vivir en salud divina. Es
orador, conferencista y autor de Los siete pilares de la salud, Buena salud a través de la
desintoxicación y el ayuno, La dieta “Yo sí puedo” de Dr. Colbert, Libérese de las toxinas y el
éxito de ventas, serie La cura bíblica.
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If you believe the copy of this e-book you are reading infringes on the author’s copyright, please
notify the publisher at: .For Astrid, who passed away during the writing of this book. She was
terrible and she was great. She was the best dog a girl could ask for.CHAPTER ONEFuck.I
stared at my cell phone, mouth slack in horror. Man, they were really going for it. Tongues
wrangling, teeth clashing. There was no hesitation, no holding back, as they ground their bodies
together. The angle and lighting were crap, but still plenty sufficient to catch all the porny action,
god help me.This couldn’t be happening. What the hell was I going to do?From out in the
hallway came voices, laughter, all of the usual sounds of happiness. About what you’d expect on
your big day. The smut on the small screen, not so much. I didn’t want to see it, yet I couldn’t look
away. Whoever had sent this to me had blocked their number. They could have only had one aim
in mind, however.Shit.God, the sure way they touched, so obviously familiar with each other’s
bodies, killed me. My stomach churned, bile burning the back of my throat. Enough. I swallowed
hard and threw the cell onto the brand-new super-size bed. Video still rolling, it lay discarded
among the scattered red rose petals like some sick joke. Should have chucked it at the wall.
Stomped it, or something.Chris had said they were going to hang out, take it easy. Just him and
his best man, Paul, knocking back a few drinks and talking about the old times. Sure as hell,
there’d been no mention of them tongue wrestling because I would have remembered that no
matter how busy with wedding details I’d been.My eyes itched, a muscle quivering in my cheek.
Had this been going on behind my back all along, in which case, what kind of idiot was I? I
wrapped my arms around myself, holding on tight, doing my best to keep my shit together.It
wasn’t working. Not even a little.The bitch of it was, now that I thought about it, there’d been
signs. Chris’s libido had never been what you’d call raging. Among all the dinner dates and
outings that made up our whirlwind romance, there’d been lots of hand holding and kissing, sure.
But little to no actual intercourse. There’d always been excuses. His family was religious, we
should follow tradition and wait for the wedding night, it would be so special when we finally did
it, yada yada. It’d all made sense at the time. His simply not being into pussy had never crossed
my mind. The man had been so perfect in every other way.Only, he wasn’t. Because according
to that video, Coeur d’Alene’s golden boy had most likely been using me as a goddamn beard
and had planned to keep doing so for the rest of our natural-born lives.Deep inside, some part of
me broke. My heart, my hopes and dreams, I don’t know what. But everything hurt. Never in any
of my twenty-five years had I experienced anything akin. The pain was excruciating.Voices out in
the hallway came closer as the moaning and groaning on my cell grew louder. The Chris on the



video clearly into all the cock wielding his best man was doing. Bastards. To imagine, I’d finally
thought I’d found a home. How stupid was I?No damn way could I go out there, face all those
people and tell them what a fool I’d been. Of how thoroughly I’d been duped. Or at least, not yet.
My mind needed a chance to wrap itself around the enormity of what Chris had done, of how
thoroughly he’d screwed me over.Boom, boom, boom! went a fist on the other side of the
bedroom door. I jumped, eyes painfully wide open.“Lydia, it’s time,” announced Chris’s
father.And yeah … no way. I was out of there.Blind panic seized me and I ran. Not easy to do
wildly out of shape and in full wedding regalia, but I managed. Hell, I fucking flew. It’s amazing
what terror can do.Out the French doors and onto the patio. Across the expanse of manicured
green lawn, my stiletto heels sinking into the soft ground with every hurried step. The hum of soft
music and conversation filled the air. All of the guests were gathered out front awaiting the
service, followed by cocktails and canapés. So through the back garden I plowed, pushing past
shrubbery and flattening flower beds. Thorns from a rosebush caught at my stockings, stinging,
scratching my legs. Never mind. No time to waste. For hidden behind a tree sat a compost bin,
placed perfectly beside the six-foot-something-high fence separating this property from the
next.Yes. Awesome. Escape was mine.Let Chris explain to them all why his bride had fled. Or
better yet, let Paul, the slimy, two-faced, man-stealing bastard.Thank god I hadn’t gone for the
floor-length gown his mother had tried to squeeze me into. Calf length would be tricky enough
what with all the tulle underskirts. I hitched them up, clambering onto the hip-high bin without too
much trouble. It wobbled like a bitch as I climbed to my feet. A scarily high-pitched noise
escaped me. I grabbed hold of the rough wooden fence, hanging on so tight my knuckles turned
white.Normally, I wasn’t much for prayer. Surely, however, the Big Guy wouldn’t let me take a
tumble and break my ass. Not today. If he really and truly felt the need to smite me some more, it
could wait. Today I’d suffered enough.Nice deep breaths, standing tall and steady. I could do this.
In the yard behind my and Chris’s overdone mini-mansion sat a small silent
house.Perfect.French manicure already scratched to shit, I lifted myself up, wiggling and
squirming until my hips sat high enough for me to get a leg over. The pressure that position put
on my crotch was not pretty. I swear I could hear my labia screaming, let alone the rest of my girl
bits. And what with me hoping to still be a mother one day, I needed to move … pronto. Wooden
palings dug painfully deep into my belly as I lay down, balancing my torso atop the fence. Beads
of sweat dribbled down the sides of my face, probably carving out canyons in the inch-thick
makeup (artist recommended by Chris’s mom).“Aunt Lydia?” asked a small high voice. “What are
you doing?”I squeaked in surprise. Luckily, there just wasn’t enough air in my lungs for an all-out
actual scream. Down below stood a little girl, her big brown eyes inquisitive.“Mary. Hi.” I smiled
brightly. “You surprised me.”“Why are you climbing the fence?” She swished the skirt of her white
satin flower girl dress this way and that.“Ah, well…”“Are you playing a game?”“Um…”“Can I play
too?”“Yes!” I gave her a twitchy grin. “Yes, I’m playing a game of hide-and-seek with your uncle
Chris.”Her face lit up.“But no. No, you can’t play. Sorry.”Her face fell. “Why not?”This was the
problem with small children, so many questions.“Because it’s a surprise,” I said. “A really big



surprise.”“Uncle Chris doesn’t know you’re playing?”“No, he doesn’t. So you have to promise not
to tell anyone that you saw me back here. Okay?”“But how will he know to come find you?”“Good
point. But your uncle Chris is a smart guy. He’ll figure it out in no time.” Especially since I’d left my
phone behind with that evil porno still playing. Damn hard to feel bad about outing him, given the
situation. “So you can’t tell anyone you saw me, okay?”For a long moment Mary pondered her
already scuffed satin slippers. Her mother would not be impressed. “I don’t like it when my
brother tells on my hiding places.”“No. It’s annoying, isn’t it?” I felt my leg slipping and muttered
an F-bomb, which I thought was under my breath.Pink lips formed a perfect O. “You shouldn’t
use that word! Momma said it’s naughty.”“You’re right, you’re right,” I hastily agreed. “It’s a bad
word and I apologize.”She let out a little sigh of relief. “That’s all right. Momma says you weren’t
raised right and we have to make all … allow … allowan…” Little brows drew together in
frustration.“Allowances?”“Yes.” She grinned. “Did you really grow up in a barn? I think living in a
barn would be fun.”This. This is what comes from letting stuck-up rich bitches influence the
young. Chris’s sister was a prime candidate for stick-up-the-ass removal. His whole damn family
was, for that matter.“No, honey,” I said. “I didn’t. But I bet your momma would feel right at home
among cows.”“Moo.” She laughed merrily.“Exactly. You better head back now. And remember,
don’t tell anyone you saw me.” I gave her a finger wave, trying to wriggle into a more comfortable
position without toppling off the precipice. As if that were possible.“Promise! Bye!”“Bye.”The kid
took off racing through the garden, soon disappearing from sight. Now to get the hell down off
the fence. Whatever way I played it, pain was sure to follow. Fact. I stretched and strained, my
thigh and calf muscles screaming in protest. If only I’d gone with Chris to the gym all those times
he’d suggested. Too late now. Slowly, knee first, one leg, then the other went up and over.
Splinters caught at my dress, threads pulling and silk ripping. I slid down the opposite side of the
fence, dangling in midair for one excruciating moment while the rough wood tore my hands to
pieces and my muscles stretched beyond endurance. Then gravity kicked in.I hit the ground
hard. It hurt.So much for being plus-size. My extra padding hadn’t cushioned a damn thing. I
rolled onto my back and lay in the long grass, wheezing like a pack-a-day smoker. Pain filled my
world. Maybe I’d just die here. It was as nice a place as any.“Lydia, are you out here?” a voice
called. Betsy, the receptionist from the real estate agency. “Liddy?”I hated being called that.
Hated it. And she knew it, the bitch.I held my silence, lying there, sweating and breathing heavily
(as quietly as possible). No way could she see me without climbing the fence herself. Small
chance of that. Generally, Betsy wasn’t any more athletic than me. I was safe for now. Overhead,
a wisp of white cloud passed, marring the perfect blue sky for a moment. Such wonderful
weather for a June wedding. Seriously, you couldn’t have asked for better.Betsy’s voice receded.
Time to move.Ever so slowly I climbed to my feet, every muscle aching. In the distance, my
name was being called out over and over again by a multitude of voices. They were starting to
sound panicky. Meanwhile, here I stood. No money, no cards, no phone, no nothing. Truth be
told, my emergency escape plan was a little flawed. At least I’d made it over the fence.The
neighbor’s yard was a jungle, completely overgrown. Lucky, otherwise I might have actually



broken something when I fell. A cute gray bungalow sat beneath a circle of big old pine trees. It
had a lot of charm. Places like this were why I’d gone into real estate. To have the opportunity to
help people find a wonderful home for the rest of their lives. A place where they could raise their
children and get to know their neighbors, have block parties and BBQs. As opposed to dragging
their offspring around the country in search of the next big opportunity, living in one crummy thin-
walled rental after another.Unfortunately, instead of selling homes, I’d wound up pushing
soulless condos and talking people into properties they couldn’t begin to afford. I’d been beyond
naive. Cutthroat didn’t even begin to describe the industry.But back to my current
situation.Sanders Beach was a pretty quiet area and they’d soon be looking for me. Out on the
street, I’d be found in no time. That wouldn’t do. I needed to catch my breath and pull my shit
together. Wait until the video outed Chris as the cheating lying vile scumbag he was and then …
well, I’d hopefully have some sort of plan figured out by that time.So what I liked best about this
pretty bungalow in particular was the wide open back window.I pulled up the ruins of my skirts
and kicked off my one remaining heel, before making my way through the tall grass. No
immediate signs of life from inside the house. Perhaps they’d gone out and forgotten to lock it.
The window opened onto a small bathroom, everything inside dated and dusty. Still nothing
stirred.To trespass or be discovered? Not a hard call to make. Call me Goldilocks. I was going in.
If I got eaten by a bear, then so be it. At least I’d make a decent-size meal.The window wasn’t
high. This time I climbed up without any trouble. I grabbed hold of the edge of the bathtub for
balance while the other hand reached for the floor. Everything was going great, right up until it
came time to squeeze my hips through. Wooden casing bit deep into my sides, pulling me up
short. I was stuck.“Shit,” I said, keeping my voice down just in case.I wriggled and twisted,
grunting in exertion, feet flailing in the open air. Thank god no one was around to see. So help
me baby Jesus, I could do this, I could. After all, what was losing a bit more skirt or skin at this
stage? Nothing, that’s what. I gripped the edge of the bathtub and gave a final almighty heave-
ho. Material tore and my girth gave way. I plummeted toward the floor. My face broke the fall and
my body followed, crashing down. Given the amount of noise involved, it was kind of surprising
the neighbors didn’t come running along with the police.“Oh god,” I whimpered, struggling to
breathe.Pain and humiliation levels had officially bypassed bad and gone straight to horrific.
What a clusterfuck of a situation.Carefully, I took a slow deep breath in through the nose and out
through the mouth. Okay, it worked. No ribs broken, I think. Nose still intact. I ran my tongue
around the inside of my mouth, checking for loose teeth. All good. Just the same, it felt like I’d
been in a bar fight with an angry mob. My right cheek throbbed like a bitch and for a long while I
just lay there, stunned. Neither daring to move, nor quite able. The old bungalow remained quiet.
I was alone, thank god. Alone was best, I got that now.Just in case someone came looking, I
dragged my sorry self into the bathtub and pulled the shower curtain closed. Then carefully, I
arranged the remains of my silk and tulle skirts around me.It was time to face the facts. To face
them and let them fill me. My man was in fact not my man, nor was he my best friend. There
would be no happy home. And my dream wedding? Screwed sideways and then some.Never



mind, I’d found somewhere safe to hide and wait out the day. Let Chris deal with the mess he’d
made. I needed to put myself back together.Hot tears started flowing down my face. They didn’t
stop for a long, long time.CHAPTER TWOHeavy footsteps roused me from my stupor. I don’t
know how long exactly I’d been sitting in the bathtub, staring off at nothing, pondering the
catastrophe my life had become. Couldn’t have been too long since sunlight still lit the room.The
footsteps came closer and closer. And then they entered the room. Oh, shit. I froze, not even
daring to breathe. There was a loud yawn, followed by the cracking of joints. Then a large hand
reached in beside the closed shower curtain and turned on the tap. A torrent of ice cold water
poured down. It was like a billion itty-bitty knives stabbing at my skin. All of the scratches and raw
patches from earlier stung like shit. I gritted my teeth, shoulders hiked up to around my ears as if
that would provide any protection.Yep, I sat there, all huddled up, listening to the man take a
leak.Awesome. Just plain awesome.Wasn’t like I could jump out and interrupt the man midflow.
And say what? I knew this was not a good situation to get caught in.1. I’d basically broken into
this guy’s house.2. And had then gone on making myself right at home, having a messy
emotional breakdown in his bathtub.Normal, rational people didn’t do this sort of thing. I didn’t
even have a criminal record, had never particularly done anything outlandish or interesting until
now. This was all Chris’s fault, the bastard. I’d just have to make the best of it and hope this guy
had a sense of humor.Just as the water began to warm, he flushed the john and freezing cold
water drenched me anew. I’d been about to open my mouth and announce my presence, but
that put an end to that. Needles of icy cold water pelted down on my skin. I fucking froze. Teeth
gritted, I suppressed a squeal of pain and rage.Then the shower curtain flew back.“Shit!” The
man was very tall, very naked, and very surprised. He stumbled back a step, a hand clutching at
the bench behind him, eyes furious and wide. “What the hell?”Good question.I opened my
mouth, closed it. Language skills had apparently abandoned me. In total silence, the man and I
stared at each other.Even with no clothing to take cues from, the dude was clearly the epitome
of cool. He looked about my age, or maybe a little older. He had longish red-blond hair, dark blue
eyes set in an angular face, a lean but muscular torso covered in tattoos, and a rather large cock.
Not that I meant to check him out, it’s just kind of hard to ignore a penis and scrotum when
they’re dangling right in front of your face. I tilted my head, trying to get some perspective. Every
viewpoint, however, was equally shocking. There was dick as far as the eye could see.And I
should stop ogling him. Right.“Hi.” With a calm I didn’t even vaguely feel, I reached up and turned
off the tap. Much better. His monster penis had momentarily derailed me, but I was back on track
now. Time to talk myself out of this mess. “Hey.”“What the fuck are you doing in my house?” he
asked flatly.“Right. Well…” I neatly tucked my dripping-wet shoulder-length blond hair back
behind my ears. As if that would help. My winged eyeliner and false lashes were probably
halfway down my cheeks. “I, um, I…”“You what?”“I’m Lydia,” I said, the first thing to come to
mind.No reply. His handsome face, however, took on a distinctly pissy expression. Even his
strawberry-blond hair seemed a fiery hue. Fine, so we weren’t swapping names and getting
cozy. Fair enough. You wouldn’t believe how hard it was, keeping my eyes on his face. The



struggle was real. It might have been due to my not seeing one in so long, but his dick seemed
almost hypnotic. The thing had magical powers, I swear. It was so big and mobile, subtly swaying
every time he moved. My gaze kept darting down despite my best efforts.Finally he put me out of
my misery, grabbing a towel off a nearby rack and wrapping it around his waist. It made for quite
the hot-looking miniskirt. Not just any man could have pulled off such a look.But back to my
explanations.“Ah, firstly, I’d just like to say sorry about this.” I waved a hand at him and his
bathroom and, well everything, really. “For any inconvenience I might have caused here in your
bathroom.”The guy stood tall, looming over me with his hands on hips. Tattoos covered his arms
to his wrists. Still, he had a whole lot of sinew on show. Definitely not the kind of man you’d want
to mess with. Dude could probably snap me in half in a second. I bet he was a tattoo model, or a
biker, or a pirate, or something. Something a lot hot and more than a little scary.Shit. I really
should have chosen another house.“I don’t normally break into people’s places and hide out in
their tub,” I babbled, on the verge of incoherency. “So I’m really sorry. Seriously. So very sorry. But
you’ve got a lovely home.”“That so?”“Not that, I mean, that’s not why I’m here. I just…” Fucking
hell, my mind was a disaster. I took a deep breath, letting it out nice and slow, before trying
again. “I love the old Arts and Crafts bungalows, don’t you? They have such soul.”His brows
drew tight. “Are you high? What the fuck are you on?”“Nothing!”“You haven’t been popping any
pills or snorting something?”“No, I swear.”“Nothing to drink?”“I haven’t had anything,” I said, but
the suspicion and anger still lined his face. Paired with the stubble on his chin and the shadows
beneath his eyes, my unwilling host was one tired, cranky man. Couldn’t really blame him.“So
you’re completely sober,” he said.“Completely.”A pause.“You’re thinking I’m bat-shit crazy now,
aren’t you?” I asked, despite the answer sitting plain as day on his pretty face.“Pretty much,
yeah.”Oh, god. “I’m not. I’m sane.”“You sure about that?” He looked down the long line of his nose
at me, distinctly unimpressed. “Seen a lot of weird shit in my years. Stuff like you wouldn’t
believe. But I got to tell you, right now, this … you, are taking the cake.”“Great.” And I was so
definitely probably going to jail. Someone ought to give me a cookie. My ability to take a bad
situation and make it worse today was amazing.“You touch any of my stuff?” he asked. “Take
anything?”“Yes, your sofa is cunningly hidden down the front of my dress. You won’t believe
where I fit the TV.”Again, his eyes narrowed dangerously. “Between you and me, probably not the
time to be funny, babe.”Crap. “Sorry. I’m sorry. I didn’t mean that. You have every right to be
mad.”“Damn right, I do.”I nodded, contrite. “I haven’t touched any of your things.”The dude just
stood there, staring. Lots going on behind his eyes. None of which I could read.A stray tear
trickled down my face. It must have saved itself up just for the occasion. Gah. How pathetic. I
sniffled, brushing it off hurriedly with the back of my hand.“Fuck’s sake,” he muttered.“I really am
sorry about this. The truth is, I just needed somewhere to hide for a little while. I didn’t mean to
freak you out.”He sighed. It wasn’t a happy sound. “Lydia?”“Yes?” Despite my best efforts, my
voice trembled slightly.“Look at me.”I did so. He still looked cranky and crazy cool while I
remained a hot mess.“I’m Vaughan,” he said.“Hi.”He tipped his chin and silence fell between us
once more.With the tip of his tongue rubbing at his upper lip, he looked at the wide-open



window, and then back at me. Yep, that’s how I’d gotten in. Houdini had nothing on my mad
skills.“What are you doing in my house, Lydia? The truth.”“It’s kind of a long story, actually.” Along
with being excruciatingly embarrassing. But then, what wasn’t about this day?Vaughan crossed
his arms over his wide chest and waited me out while I fussed with my ruined skirts and tried to
come up with a way to spin the story to not make me look a complete fool. Christ, the holes in my
stockings were huge. On one side, my entire foot stuck out. So screwed.Vaughan crouched by
the side of the tub, resting his arms on the side. Up close the shadows under his eyes seemed
even bigger and darker against his pale skin. And there were bags big enough to use as carry-
ons. Despite the strong lines of his lean face, the man looked done-in. Ready to sleep for a
hundred years.I knew that feeling.“Looks like a wedding dress,” he said quietly.“Yes, it is. I was
going to get married today.” I took a deep breath, wiping my face with my hands. Just as
expected, my palms came away smeared with black eye makeup. “Ah, boy. I must look a
wreck.”Without comment, Vaughan reached out and grabbed a towel, handing it to me. It was
sort of threadbare, old. Dated like the rest of the house. I hadn’t seen more than one room, but
real estate agents got a feel for these sort of things. Minimal upkeep for the past five or so years
would have been my guess. Perhaps it’d even been left empty. Bushes out front hid the house
from view, so I’d never gotten a good look at it before.“Thank you.” I patted myself dry with the
towel as best I could. What remained of my beautiful dress was a sopping-wet ruin. “I’m sorry I
broke into your house, Vaughan. I swear I don’t normally do this sort of thing.”“No,” he said, his
voice deep. “Figured as much. Where’d you come from?”“The big house at the back.”His brow
wrinkled. “You climbed over the fence?”“Yes.”Tired, red-tinged eyes appraised me anew. “That’s
a tall fence. Must have been one hell of an emergency.”“It was a disaster.”For a long moment he
studied me, deep in thought. Then he sighed yet again, climbing to his feet.“Are you going to call
the cops on me?” I asked, my throat tight with tension. “I know you have every right to, I’m not
disputing that. I’d just, I’d like to know. Mental preparation and all that.”“No. I’m not.”“Thank you. I
appreciate that.” My whole body sagged in relief.Then he clapped his hands together, startling
the crap out of me. “Okay, Lydia. Here’s what we’re going to do.”“Yes?”“I arrived late this morning,
have only had a few hours’ sleep. If I don’t get some coffee soon, things are going to get ugly.
And you probably need to get dried off.” With no fuss, he held out his hand. “Let’s get shit sorted
out. Then we can sit down and you can tell me the long story of how the hell you ended up in my
house. Agreed?”“Agreed,” I said, voice lightening.He pulled me up. Then, with strong hands on
my waist, lifted me out of the tub. Immediately water started dripping off of my saturated dress,
pooling on the scuffed wooden flooring at my feet. Chris would have been distinctly
unimpressed. Chris didn’t like messes. But as Vaughan didn’t seem to care, neither did I.“You’re
really not going to call the police?” I asked.“No. Hold still,” he said, carefully plucking a fake
eyelash from my cheek.“Thank you.”“Your dress is kind of fucked.” He looked me over from top to
toe.“I know,” I said sadly.“I’ll leave you to get changed.”“Wait. Please. I can’t get out of it on my
own.”More frowning.“It’s vintage,” I explained with a grim face. “There’s no zip, just a line of little
buttons up the back.”“’Course there is.” Without another word, he turned me around and got



started in on said buttons. As he worked, he hummed beneath his breath, the song vaguely
familiar.“Aren’t you still mad?” I asked, perplexed.“Nuh.”“But I broke into your house.”“Window
was open.”“I still trespassed.”Busy fingers kept working on undoing the dress. “You sat in the tub
and cried because some dickhead fucked you over.”That shut me up.“Or that’s what I’m
assuming, given the dress and all. I take it he’s the one that gave you that shiner on your
cheek?”“No. No one hit me. And yes, you assumed right about the being fucked over.” I tried to
look back at him, but I couldn’t see a thing beyond my wild-ass hair. Impressive how it’d survived
the shower. The stylist clearly knew her shit.“You sure no one hit you?” He did not sound
convinced.“Yes. I lost my grip and hit the floor when I was climbing in the window. My home
invasion skills need work.”“I’d suggest you try a different career.” He finished with the buttons and
took a step back, scratching his head. “You okay with the dress now?”“Yes, thank you,” I told his
reflection in the mirror. “For everything, I mean.”“Sure.” He almost smiled and gave a small shake
of the head as if he couldn’t quite believe what was going on. Or maybe it was disbelief that he
wasn’t kicking me straight back out the window through whence I’d come.Lord knows, it’d
shocked the shit out of me.He turned toward the door. “See you out there.”CHAPTER
THREEBeneath the sodden wedding dress, things weren’t so bad. My petticoats and corset
were actually pretty dry. Or would be soon enough in the warm weather. I fixed up my panda
eyes and wrapped my hair up in a towel, turban style. Nothing more could be done.Time to
venture out in search of the kitchen. It was easy enough to find with the tantalizing scent of
coffee leading me on. The bungalow had roughly an L shape. Obviously at some stage it’d been
remodeled and given a more modern layout.It was nice, charming.French doors opened out
from the kitchen onto a back deck where several pots containing long-deceased plants sat. All of
the light inside was hazy, care of the unwashed windows. Tiny flecks of dust floated about in the
golden afternoon air.Vaughan waited at the table, a cup of coffee in his hands and another
opposite. He wore jeans and a wrinkled gray tee with some band on the front. Even slouched in
a chair, he looked good. Different from Chris yet still immensely appealing. Vaughan was so
slacker cool with his long, lean body and his hair falling in his eyes. Man, I hated people who
could appear so effortlessly attractive. Me relaxed resembled an oily hair and sweatpants party
for one.“Hi.” I raised a hand in greeting.He’d been busy staring off into space, lost in thought.
Now, however, he blinked repeatedly, slowly looking me over. Even though I’d seen him naked,
being in front of him in my flouncy lingerie had me hesitating. So stupid. Much too late in the day
for me to be getting embarrassed. On the plus side, the corset turned my extra flesh into a
fabulous hourglass. Something Vaughan definitely seemed to notice. I wasn’t seeking any sexy
times. Though, some honest male appreciation for my womanly assets felt nice. Onward and
upward and all that.“I tried to clean up the bathroom a little,” I said, pulling out a seat. “Hung my
dress up to dry.”“Okay.”“Thanks for the coffee.”“No worries,” he said in a gruff voice. “Hope you
take it black. I haven’t been here for a while so there’s no sugar or creamer.”“Black’s fine.” I took a
cautious sip of the brew. Ah, coffee. My one true friend (beside vodka). There must have been
some beans hiding in the freezer, because it wasn’t half bad. I’d have suffered through a cup of



crappy instant; it was nice not to have to, however. Small pleasures mattered. “That tastes
amazing.”A grunt.With caffeine pumping through me, I started to feel more myself. Less Miss
Havisham sitting in her tattered dress and more modern capable woman. I shook off the shit, sat
up a little straighter.“Vaughan, I really am sorry about all of this, dumping my problems on you.”“I
know.” He didn’t meet my eyes due to still noticing my assets. Maybe he’d zoned out, what with
being so tired, and that just happened to be in the vicinity where he’d been looking when it
happened.“It bears repeating. You’ve been great about it, really.”Another grunt.Had to admit,
curiosity filled me about this man. Wonder what he was like when he wasn’t sleep deprived and
dealing with a trespassing runaway bride. Was he the sort of person who smiled a little or a lot? I
couldn’t tell. For someone who made her living reading people and talking them into buying big
houses, today I officially knew shit.“You didn’t even get to have your shower,” I said.A one-
shoulder shrug. “Later.”“I promise after I finish this coffee, I’ll get out of your way.”“No rush.” Still
no eye contact.I shifted in my seat.He really was appealing in his way. His lips were neither thick
nor thin. Just nice. It would be good to see them curved in a smile. To know I hadn’t entirely
trashed his day with my drama.“This really is a lovely house,” I said. “You don’t spend much time
here?”“No.”“Shame.”Maybe he’d been all talked out and didn’t want a conversation. Fine by me.
But I don’t think that’s what was going on. He’d zoned out, all right. I highly doubt it was due to
tiredness, however.I cocked my head, studying him. “Vaughan?”“Yeah?”“Nice weather we’re
having, isn’t it?”“Great.”“It is. It’s so great,” I enthused. “Love the weather.”Handsome face blank
of expression, his fingers remained curled unmoving around his half-full cup of coffee. If it wasn’t
for his monosyllable responses and the whole chest moving with each breath thing, I’d have
wondered if the man had croaked. And it wasn’t my makeup-smeared face or crazily knotted hair
he was gawking at. In fact, I don’t believe he ever got that far.Seemed my would-have-been-
neighbor was a tit man.I have to admit my Elomi bridal lingerie was exquisite. I’d been so certain
it would wow Chris, spur him into some post-matrimonial lustfulness. What a joke. A strap-on
might have been a better idea.“I just wanted to say thanks again for being so understanding
about all this,” I said.“Sure,” he told my boobs.“You’ve been great.”“Mm.”“Other people wouldn’t
have been so understanding.”“Assholes,” he said, lips pressed tight in disapproval. I’m sure my
breasts appreciated his support immensely.I drank my coffee, waiting for him to get bored of
them. And then I waited some more. Wasn’t happening. The clock on the wall ticked loudly, the
only sound in the room. While I couldn’t claim innocence regarding his groin, at least I hadn’t
gawked at him to this degree. I’d been discreet(ish).“Vaughan?”Nostrils flared on a deep breath.
“Huh?”“You’re staring.”“What?”“My breasts.” I waved a hand around the pertinent parts of my
anatomy. Though I’m reasonably certain he already knew where they were. “These things,
Vaughan. The baby feeders and pillows of sin. You’re staring at them.”His startled gaze jumped
to my face.“I wouldn’t mention it, but it’s been a while now and I’m beginning to get a little
uncomfortable.”“Shit,” he muttered, as realization hit. He turned his face away.“Don’t get me
wrong. Since you’re probably the only one who’ll ever see me in this, it’s kind of nice to see some
appreciation. But yeah, getting awkward.”“Sorry, Lydia.”“It’s okay.” I tried to hold back a smile.



Tried.Brows drawn down, he concentrated good and hard on drinking his coffee. “Didn’t realize I
was doing that.”“It’s fine. You like boobs. I get it,” I said, inspecting the girls. “They are kind of out
there in this corset.”“Yeah.”“And to be fair, I did see you in all your glory not so long ago.”He
snorted out a laugh. No idea how he made it sound attractive, but he did. Then his lips curved
into a small droll smile. And that smile? It was lovely.Wonder how things were going over the
fence for Chris & Co.? Not that I cared. A fiery gateway to hell could open up beneath their
garden party and I wouldn’t have helped a single one of them. Guess I’d entered the bitter and
twisted stage of mourning my relationship. Sure as hell I was done with denial.“You were going
to tell me about your wedding disaster,” Vaughan prompted.“Right.” I folded my arms over my
chest. A purely defensive, batten-down-the-hatches kind of move. All it did, though, was plump
up my boobs. Immediately, Vaughan’s gaze was there, making me shift in the chair
uncomfortably. “You wouldn’t happen to have a shirt I could borrow, would—”“No.”“No?”He
cleared his throat. “Sorry.”“You only have one shirt?”“Yeah, ah … see, the airline lost my
luggage.”“I thought you said you’d been driving all night.”“Right, right. Flew then drove. Decided
to hit the road in Portland, catch all that scenery.”“At night?”“Yeah.” He turned away, scratching at
the golden-red stubble on his chin. “All the stars and shit. It was real pretty.”Huh. Okay. Probably
no point asking about towels. The only ones I’d seen were now hanging up wet in the bathroom.
To steal the sheet off his bed and make a toga out of it might be going too far. No problem, I
could brazen it out. Obviously my host had no issues with letting it all hang out physically.
Though he’d been hewn from stone, while I was more marshmallow. Chris had liked to call me
his “dumpling.” He’d made it sound sweet, but it’d niggled none the less.How much exactly had I
ignored or excused? Good question. I bit at my thumbnail, folding in on myself. No. Enough. I
would not allow him and his set to continue undermining my self-confidence. The video had
woken me up. No more excuses.“I believe my fiancé is gay and has been using me as a beard,” I
announced, chin held high. “That’s basically the whole story.”Vaughan’s eyes widened.
“Shit.”“Yes.”“What happened?”“I was getting ready for the ceremony and someone sent me a
video of him getting it on with another guy.”“That’s why you ran?”“That’s why I ran.” I slumped
back in the seat. “Why? What would you have done?”“Gotten the hell out of there.”I gave him a
nod, relaxing further. “Good.”“Dick isn’t my thing. Would have had to have been drunk as fuck to
have gotten engaged to a guy in the first place.” From beneath his brows came a sly look. “But
yeah, I’d have definitely bolted.”“Ha-ha.”The smile came slowly, but again it was definitely there.
Strange—he smiled and the weight on my shoulders lightened. All of the dust and darkness in
the house faded from view. Maybe it was just me not feeling so alone, I don’t know. But it
helped.“No way I could’ve pulled off the underwear and dress as well as you,” he said
contemplatively, thumb rubbing over the rim of his coffee cup.“No?”“I lack some of your finer
assets.”“Aw, that’s sweet,” I drawled, laughing softly. “I’m sure you look lovely in drag, Vaughan.
But I appreciate you saying that.”“No problem.” He took a sip of coffee, watching me all the while
with those intense blue eyes. Not once did they stray down to the assets in question. Probably
too busy admiring my fine collection of scratches, bruises, and general hot bridal messiness.I



shifted in my seat, fussed for a minute. Though really, what was the point? I looked like hell.
Might as well just roll with it. I huffed out a breath and did my best to let all of the dross go.
Everything would be okay. Life would go on. Me and my insane situation had even managed to
raise this man’s spirits a little.Yes, I’d made a mistake. Shit had definitely happened. But things
weren’t so bad. Apart from my fine collection of scratches, bruises, and aching muscles, I still
had my health.“You’ve got a killer smile,” he said, still staring.Heck, he was serious. Probably just
being kind. “Thank you.”A nod.He rubbed at the stubble on his chin, little lines appearing
between his brows. “You weren’t tempted to have a show-him-up, out him in front of all the
guests?”“Honestly?” I took my time and pondered the question, turning it over inside my head. “I
wasn’t afraid, exactly, I just … they weren’t my people. All of those guests were business
acquaintances, contacts, friends of his family. Most of them I’d never even met. Guess I haven’t
been in town long enough to make my own friends. I’ve been either busy working or I’ve been
with Chris. My parents couldn’t make it and I’ve pretty much lost touch with the girls I went to
school with.“I don’t really care what those idiots over there think of me. As for what they think of
him, he made this mess. He can clean it up himself. I just wanted to remove myself from the
entire situation, pronto.” I stared over his shoulder, lost in thought. “I guess I was embarrassed.
How could I not be? He played me for a fool.”He made a small noise.“Anyway.”“And that’s how
you wound up in my bathtub?”“Yes.” I gave him a strained smile. “I realized a bit late that I had no
money or cards. Hiding out for a while until things settled down seemed like a smart idea. Have
my meltdown in private.”“Mm.”“Speaking of which, guess I better head back around, check out
the damage.” I took a fortifying gulp of coffee. “Get out of your hair and go fetch my purse.”“No
rush.”“Think I’ve probably taken up enough of your time with my drama,” I said with a small laugh.
It fell flat. I should give it a few days to sink in before attempting to make jokes. Right now things
still felt raw, on edge. Like I might burst into tears again at any moment. Either that or go into
some sort of psycho rage. Too many emotions were bubbling away beneath the surface. It didn’t
feel like there was enough of me to contain it all. One small crack and everything would start
pouring out all over again.No. Nope. I straightened my spine. I could handle this. I could and I
would.“Seriously.” He waved a hand, motioning for me to stay seated. Then he stretched, raising
his arms up above his head then gripping his elbows and cracking his neck. “You don’t really
want to go back around there yet. Fuck knows, I wouldn’t want to.”“Are you sure?”He nodded.
“Yeah. You being here also gives me a damn good excuse to put off dealing with my own
shit.”“You’ve got drama too?”A shrug. “Doesn’t everyone?”“A side effect of breathing, I guess.”He
smiled.CHAPTER FOUR“Nothing about your sex life didn’t make you think he might be gay?”
Vaughan asked.“Um…”“If you don’t mind me asking.”“Well, yes. I mean no, I don’t mind you
asking. But yes, our lack of intimacy should have made me think twice.” Oh, god. It really, really
should have. What with the lack of screwing, I’d screwed up magnificently. Shame filled me. “I
still can’t believe I fell for his crap.”“Guess he was convincing.”“He sure was.”“Least you didn’t go
through with the wedding.”I huffed out a breath. “Hell no. As soon as I saw…”A nod.“I’m not sure
it’s actually sunk in yet, that I’m not getting married today. I’m not spending the rest of my life



building a home with him.”“It’s big.”“Yeah.” I folded my hands in my lap. “I got carried away and
took a leap of faith. It just didn’t pay off.”He said nothing. Not like there was anything to say.“Trust
is a bitch. Anyway.” I shook it off. Time to move on, et cetera. If I kept telling myself as much,
eventually it had to sink in. “To answer your question. Honestly, Vaughan, we didn’t have much of
a sex life to speak of.”“What?” Elbows on the table, he leaned in, getting closer. “When was the
last time you two fucked?”I blinked. Not “had sex.” Not even “made love.” Fucked. Like language
even mattered, and yet … maybe I was a prude. I’d never thought of myself as one, though as
today was showing, I knew shit.“Lydia?”“Sorry. Just mentally beating myself up again.”“Stop it.
That’s not going to help.”“No, it’s not. But kind of hard to avoid today.”“Mm.”Tattoos covered his
arms to the wrists. Black and gray, mostly, with traces of color erupting here and there. An
electric guitar with an ornate skull above it. A diving bluebird surrounded by licks of flame.
Beautiful ink work. Whoever he went to was an artist.Opposite me, he pushed back his pale-red
hair, waiting on me to answer his question.“Well, we were waiting to have sex. His family are
religious and quite traditional.” My fingers meshed and twisted in my lap. “Big on appearances
and stuff. Yeah…”Little lines appeared between his brows.“But he told me he loved me all the
time. And he’d call several times a day just to check on me, to see if I needed anything,” I said
with just a hint of desperation. “He respected me. Without a doubt, he’s the most adult, well-
adjusted person I’ve ever been in a relationship with. We wanted the same things, a stable
economic future and a family, two kids. We were both ready to settle down. Marrying him made
perfect sense.”“Sounds great,” he deadpanned.“I thought it was.”He sat forward, leaning his
elbows on the table. “Let me check I’ve got this right. You guys were together for months, getting
married.”“Yes.”“And absolutely nothing between the sheets?”I pursed my lips, readjusting my
turban-towel hairdo. You know, buying some time. If only I’d kept my mouth shut and just let the
guy gawk at my breasts. Much better than having this humiliating conversation, especially with
him. The man was obviously some sort of ridiculously cool Idaho sex god. Who the hell even
knew such a thing existed?“Lydia?”I growled or moaned. It was definitely one or the other, I’m
just not sure which. Emotionally, things were in upheaval. “There was some couch action. We
messed around, we just didn’t go quite that far. Well, we sort of did it.”His brows went up. “Sort
of?”“Yes.”“Babe, if you’re not sure what you did with this prick was sex or not, then it’s not. Let’s
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girl could ask for.CHAPTER ONEFuck.I stared at my cell phone, mouth slack in horror. Man, they
were really going for it. Tongues wrangling, teeth clashing. There was no hesitation, no holding
back, as they ground their bodies together. The angle and lighting were crap, but still plenty
sufficient to catch all the porny action, god help me.This couldn’t be happening. What the hell
was I going to do?From out in the hallway came voices, laughter, all of the usual sounds of
happiness. About what you’d expect on your big day. The smut on the small screen, not so much.
I didn’t want to see it, yet I couldn’t look away. Whoever had sent this to me had blocked their
number. They could have only had one aim in mind, however.Shit.God, the sure way they
touched, so obviously familiar with each other’s bodies, killed me. My stomach churned, bile
burning the back of my throat. Enough. I swallowed hard and threw the cell onto the brand-new
super-size bed. Video still rolling, it lay discarded among the scattered red rose petals like some
sick joke. Should have chucked it at the wall. Stomped it, or something.Chris had said they were
going to hang out, take it easy. Just him and his best man, Paul, knocking back a few drinks and
talking about the old times. Sure as hell, there’d been no mention of them tongue wrestling
because I would have remembered that no matter how busy with wedding details I’d been.My
eyes itched, a muscle quivering in my cheek. Had this been going on behind my back all along,
in which case, what kind of idiot was I? I wrapped my arms around myself, holding on tight,
doing my best to keep my shit together.It wasn’t working. Not even a little.The bitch of it was, now
that I thought about it, there’d been signs. Chris’s libido had never been what you’d call raging.
Among all the dinner dates and outings that made up our whirlwind romance, there’d been lots
of hand holding and kissing, sure. But little to no actual intercourse. There’d always been
excuses. His family was religious, we should follow tradition and wait for the wedding night, it
would be so special when we finally did it, yada yada. It’d all made sense at the time. His simply
not being into pussy had never crossed my mind. The man had been so perfect in every other
way.Only, he wasn’t. Because according to that video, Coeur d’Alene’s golden boy had most
likely been using me as a goddamn beard and had planned to keep doing so for the rest of our
natural-born lives.Deep inside, some part of me broke. My heart, my hopes and dreams, I don’t
know what. But everything hurt. Never in any of my twenty-five years had I experienced anything
akin. The pain was excruciating.Voices out in the hallway came closer as the moaning and
groaning on my cell grew louder. The Chris on the video clearly into all the cock wielding his best
man was doing. Bastards. To imagine, I’d finally thought I’d found a home. How stupid was I?No
damn way could I go out there, face all those people and tell them what a fool I’d been. Of how
thoroughly I’d been duped. Or at least, not yet. My mind needed a chance to wrap itself around



the enormity of what Chris had done, of how thoroughly he’d screwed me over.Boom, boom,
boom! went a fist on the other side of the bedroom door. I jumped, eyes painfully wide
open.“Lydia, it’s time,” announced Chris’s father.And yeah … no way. I was out of there.Blind
panic seized me and I ran. Not easy to do wildly out of shape and in full wedding regalia, but I
managed. Hell, I fucking flew. It’s amazing what terror can do.Out the French doors and onto the
patio. Across the expanse of manicured green lawn, my stiletto heels sinking into the soft ground
with every hurried step. The hum of soft music and conversation filled the air. All of the guests
were gathered out front awaiting the service, followed by cocktails and canapés. So through the
back garden I plowed, pushing past shrubbery and flattening flower beds. Thorns from a
rosebush caught at my stockings, stinging, scratching my legs. Never mind. No time to waste.
For hidden behind a tree sat a compost bin, placed perfectly beside the six-foot-something-high
fence separating this property from the next.Yes. Awesome. Escape was mine.Let Chris explain
to them all why his bride had fled. Or better yet, let Paul, the slimy, two-faced, man-stealing
bastard.Thank god I hadn’t gone for the floor-length gown his mother had tried to squeeze me
into. Calf length would be tricky enough what with all the tulle underskirts. I hitched them up,
clambering onto the hip-high bin without too much trouble. It wobbled like a bitch as I climbed to
my feet. A scarily high-pitched noise escaped me. I grabbed hold of the rough wooden fence,
hanging on so tight my knuckles turned white.Normally, I wasn’t much for prayer. Surely,
however, the Big Guy wouldn’t let me take a tumble and break my ass. Not today. If he really and
truly felt the need to smite me some more, it could wait. Today I’d suffered enough.Nice deep
breaths, standing tall and steady. I could do this. In the yard behind my and Chris’s overdone
mini-mansion sat a small silent house.Perfect.French manicure already scratched to shit, I lifted
myself up, wiggling and squirming until my hips sat high enough for me to get a leg over. The
pressure that position put on my crotch was not pretty. I swear I could hear my labia screaming,
let alone the rest of my girl bits. And what with me hoping to still be a mother one day, I needed
to move … pronto. Wooden palings dug painfully deep into my belly as I lay down, balancing my
torso atop the fence. Beads of sweat dribbled down the sides of my face, probably carving out
canyons in the inch-thick makeup (artist recommended by Chris’s mom).“Aunt Lydia?” asked a
small high voice. “What are you doing?”I squeaked in surprise. Luckily, there just wasn’t enough
air in my lungs for an all-out actual scream. Down below stood a little girl, her big brown eyes
inquisitive.“Mary. Hi.” I smiled brightly. “You surprised me.”“Why are you climbing the fence?” She
swished the skirt of her white satin flower girl dress this way and that.“Ah, well…”“Are you playing
a game?”“Um…”“Can I play too?”“Yes!” I gave her a twitchy grin. “Yes, I’m playing a game of hide-
and-seek with your uncle Chris.”Her face lit up.“But no. No, you can’t play. Sorry.”Her face fell.
“Why not?”This was the problem with small children, so many questions.“Because it’s a
surprise,” I said. “A really big surprise.”“Uncle Chris doesn’t know you’re playing?”“No, he doesn’t.
So you have to promise not to tell anyone that you saw me back here. Okay?”“But how will he
know to come find you?”“Good point. But your uncle Chris is a smart guy. He’ll figure it out in no
time.” Especially since I’d left my phone behind with that evil porno still playing. Damn hard to



feel bad about outing him, given the situation. “So you can’t tell anyone you saw me, okay?”For a
long moment Mary pondered her already scuffed satin slippers. Her mother would not be
impressed. “I don’t like it when my brother tells on my hiding places.”“No. It’s annoying, isn’t it?” I
felt my leg slipping and muttered an F-bomb, which I thought was under my breath.Pink lips
formed a perfect O. “You shouldn’t use that word! Momma said it’s naughty.”“You’re right, you’re
right,” I hastily agreed. “It’s a bad word and I apologize.”She let out a little sigh of relief. “That’s all
right. Momma says you weren’t raised right and we have to make all … allow … allowan…” Little
brows drew together in frustration.“Allowances?”“Yes.” She grinned. “Did you really grow up in a
barn? I think living in a barn would be fun.”This. This is what comes from letting stuck-up rich
bitches influence the young. Chris’s sister was a prime candidate for stick-up-the-ass removal.
His whole damn family was, for that matter.“No, honey,” I said. “I didn’t. But I bet your momma
would feel right at home among cows.”“Moo.” She laughed merrily.“Exactly. You better head back
now. And remember, don’t tell anyone you saw me.” I gave her a finger wave, trying to wriggle
into a more comfortable position without toppling off the precipice. As if that were
possible.“Promise! Bye!”“Bye.”The kid took off racing through the garden, soon disappearing
from sight. Now to get the hell down off the fence. Whatever way I played it, pain was sure to
follow. Fact. I stretched and strained, my thigh and calf muscles screaming in protest. If only I’d
gone with Chris to the gym all those times he’d suggested. Too late now. Slowly, knee first, one
leg, then the other went up and over. Splinters caught at my dress, threads pulling and silk
ripping. I slid down the opposite side of the fence, dangling in midair for one excruciating
moment while the rough wood tore my hands to pieces and my muscles stretched beyond
endurance. Then gravity kicked in.I hit the ground hard. It hurt.So much for being plus-size. My
extra padding hadn’t cushioned a damn thing. I rolled onto my back and lay in the long grass,
wheezing like a pack-a-day smoker. Pain filled my world. Maybe I’d just die here. It was as nice a
place as any.“Lydia, are you out here?” a voice called. Betsy, the receptionist from the real estate
agency. “Liddy?”I hated being called that. Hated it. And she knew it, the bitch.I held my silence,
lying there, sweating and breathing heavily (as quietly as possible). No way could she see me
without climbing the fence herself. Small chance of that. Generally, Betsy wasn’t any more
athletic than me. I was safe for now. Overhead, a wisp of white cloud passed, marring the perfect
blue sky for a moment. Such wonderful weather for a June wedding. Seriously, you couldn’t have
asked for better.Betsy’s voice receded. Time to move.Ever so slowly I climbed to my feet, every
muscle aching. In the distance, my name was being called out over and over again by a
multitude of voices. They were starting to sound panicky. Meanwhile, here I stood. No money, no
cards, no phone, no nothing. Truth be told, my emergency escape plan was a little flawed. At
least I’d made it over the fence.The neighbor’s yard was a jungle, completely overgrown. Lucky,
otherwise I might have actually broken something when I fell. A cute gray bungalow sat beneath
a circle of big old pine trees. It had a lot of charm. Places like this were why I’d gone into real
estate. To have the opportunity to help people find a wonderful home for the rest of their lives. A
place where they could raise their children and get to know their neighbors, have block parties



and BBQs. As opposed to dragging their offspring around the country in search of the next big
opportunity, living in one crummy thin-walled rental after another.Unfortunately, instead of selling
homes, I’d wound up pushing soulless condos and talking people into properties they couldn’t
begin to afford. I’d been beyond naive. Cutthroat didn’t even begin to describe the industry.But
back to my current situation.Sanders Beach was a pretty quiet area and they’d soon be looking
for me. Out on the street, I’d be found in no time. That wouldn’t do. I needed to catch my breath
and pull my shit together. Wait until the video outed Chris as the cheating lying vile scumbag he
was and then … well, I’d hopefully have some sort of plan figured out by that time.So what I liked
best about this pretty bungalow in particular was the wide open back window.I pulled up the
ruins of my skirts and kicked off my one remaining heel, before making my way through the tall
grass. No immediate signs of life from inside the house. Perhaps they’d gone out and forgotten to
lock it. The window opened onto a small bathroom, everything inside dated and dusty. Still
nothing stirred.To trespass or be discovered? Not a hard call to make. Call me Goldilocks. I was
going in. If I got eaten by a bear, then so be it. At least I’d make a decent-size meal.The window
wasn’t high. This time I climbed up without any trouble. I grabbed hold of the edge of the bathtub
for balance while the other hand reached for the floor. Everything was going great, right up until it
came time to squeeze my hips through. Wooden casing bit deep into my sides, pulling me up
short. I was stuck.“Shit,” I said, keeping my voice down just in case.I wriggled and twisted,
grunting in exertion, feet flailing in the open air. Thank god no one was around to see. So help
me baby Jesus, I could do this, I could. After all, what was losing a bit more skirt or skin at this
stage? Nothing, that’s what. I gripped the edge of the bathtub and gave a final almighty heave-
ho. Material tore and my girth gave way. I plummeted toward the floor. My face broke the fall and
my body followed, crashing down. Given the amount of noise involved, it was kind of surprising
the neighbors didn’t come running along with the police.“Oh god,” I whimpered, struggling to
breathe.Pain and humiliation levels had officially bypassed bad and gone straight to horrific.
What a clusterfuck of a situation.Carefully, I took a slow deep breath in through the nose and out
through the mouth. Okay, it worked. No ribs broken, I think. Nose still intact. I ran my tongue
around the inside of my mouth, checking for loose teeth. All good. Just the same, it felt like I’d
been in a bar fight with an angry mob. My right cheek throbbed like a bitch and for a long while I
just lay there, stunned. Neither daring to move, nor quite able. The old bungalow remained quiet.
I was alone, thank god. Alone was best, I got that now.Just in case someone came looking, I
dragged my sorry self into the bathtub and pulled the shower curtain closed. Then carefully, I
arranged the remains of my silk and tulle skirts around me.It was time to face the facts. To face
them and let them fill me. My man was in fact not my man, nor was he my best friend. There
would be no happy home. And my dream wedding? Screwed sideways and then some.Never
mind, I’d found somewhere safe to hide and wait out the day. Let Chris deal with the mess he’d
made. I needed to put myself back together.Hot tears started flowing down my face. They didn’t
stop for a long, long time.CHAPTER ONEFuck.I stared at my cell phone, mouth slack in horror.
Man, they were really going for it. Tongues wrangling, teeth clashing. There was no hesitation, no



holding back, as they ground their bodies together. The angle and lighting were crap, but still
plenty sufficient to catch all the porny action, god help me.This couldn’t be happening. What the
hell was I going to do?From out in the hallway came voices, laughter, all of the usual sounds of
happiness. About what you’d expect on your big day. The smut on the small screen, not so much.
I didn’t want to see it, yet I couldn’t look away. Whoever had sent this to me had blocked their
number. They could have only had one aim in mind, however.Shit.God, the sure way they
touched, so obviously familiar with each other’s bodies, killed me. My stomach churned, bile
burning the back of my throat. Enough. I swallowed hard and threw the cell onto the brand-new
super-size bed. Video still rolling, it lay discarded among the scattered red rose petals like some
sick joke. Should have chucked it at the wall. Stomped it, or something.Chris had said they were
going to hang out, take it easy. Just him and his best man, Paul, knocking back a few drinks and
talking about the old times. Sure as hell, there’d been no mention of them tongue wrestling
because I would have remembered that no matter how busy with wedding details I’d been.My
eyes itched, a muscle quivering in my cheek. Had this been going on behind my back all along,
in which case, what kind of idiot was I? I wrapped my arms around myself, holding on tight,
doing my best to keep my shit together.It wasn’t working. Not even a little.The bitch of it was, now
that I thought about it, there’d been signs. Chris’s libido had never been what you’d call raging.
Among all the dinner dates and outings that made up our whirlwind romance, there’d been lots
of hand holding and kissing, sure. But little to no actual intercourse. There’d always been
excuses. His family was religious, we should follow tradition and wait for the wedding night, it
would be so special when we finally did it, yada yada. It’d all made sense at the time. His simply
not being into pussy had never crossed my mind. The man had been so perfect in every other
way.Only, he wasn’t. Because according to that video, Coeur d’Alene’s golden boy had most
likely been using me as a goddamn beard and had planned to keep doing so for the rest of our
natural-born lives.Deep inside, some part of me broke. My heart, my hopes and dreams, I don’t
know what. But everything hurt. Never in any of my twenty-five years had I experienced anything
akin. The pain was excruciating.Voices out in the hallway came closer as the moaning and
groaning on my cell grew louder. The Chris on the video clearly into all the cock wielding his best
man was doing. Bastards. To imagine, I’d finally thought I’d found a home. How stupid was I?No
damn way could I go out there, face all those people and tell them what a fool I’d been. Of how
thoroughly I’d been duped. Or at least, not yet. My mind needed a chance to wrap itself around
the enormity of what Chris had done, of how thoroughly he’d screwed me over.Boom, boom,
boom! went a fist on the other side of the bedroom door. I jumped, eyes painfully wide
open.“Lydia, it’s time,” announced Chris’s father.And yeah … no way. I was out of there.Blind
panic seized me and I ran. Not easy to do wildly out of shape and in full wedding regalia, but I
managed. Hell, I fucking flew. It’s amazing what terror can do.Out the French doors and onto the
patio. Across the expanse of manicured green lawn, my stiletto heels sinking into the soft ground
with every hurried step. The hum of soft music and conversation filled the air. All of the guests
were gathered out front awaiting the service, followed by cocktails and canapés. So through the



back garden I plowed, pushing past shrubbery and flattening flower beds. Thorns from a
rosebush caught at my stockings, stinging, scratching my legs. Never mind. No time to waste.
For hidden behind a tree sat a compost bin, placed perfectly beside the six-foot-something-high
fence separating this property from the next.Yes. Awesome. Escape was mine.Let Chris explain
to them all why his bride had fled. Or better yet, let Paul, the slimy, two-faced, man-stealing
bastard.Thank god I hadn’t gone for the floor-length gown his mother had tried to squeeze me
into. Calf length would be tricky enough what with all the tulle underskirts. I hitched them up,
clambering onto the hip-high bin without too much trouble. It wobbled like a bitch as I climbed to
my feet. A scarily high-pitched noise escaped me. I grabbed hold of the rough wooden fence,
hanging on so tight my knuckles turned white.Normally, I wasn’t much for prayer. Surely,
however, the Big Guy wouldn’t let me take a tumble and break my ass. Not today. If he really and
truly felt the need to smite me some more, it could wait. Today I’d suffered enough.Nice deep
breaths, standing tall and steady. I could do this. In the yard behind my and Chris’s overdone
mini-mansion sat a small silent house.Perfect.French manicure already scratched to shit, I lifted
myself up, wiggling and squirming until my hips sat high enough for me to get a leg over. The
pressure that position put on my crotch was not pretty. I swear I could hear my labia screaming,
let alone the rest of my girl bits. And what with me hoping to still be a mother one day, I needed
to move … pronto. Wooden palings dug painfully deep into my belly as I lay down, balancing my
torso atop the fence. Beads of sweat dribbled down the sides of my face, probably carving out
canyons in the inch-thick makeup (artist recommended by Chris’s mom).“Aunt Lydia?” asked a
small high voice. “What are you doing?”I squeaked in surprise. Luckily, there just wasn’t enough
air in my lungs for an all-out actual scream. Down below stood a little girl, her big brown eyes
inquisitive.“Mary. Hi.” I smiled brightly. “You surprised me.”“Why are you climbing the fence?” She
swished the skirt of her white satin flower girl dress this way and that.“Ah, well…”“Are you playing
a game?”“Um…”“Can I play too?”“Yes!” I gave her a twitchy grin. “Yes, I’m playing a game of hide-
and-seek with your uncle Chris.”Her face lit up.“But no. No, you can’t play. Sorry.”Her face fell.
“Why not?”This was the problem with small children, so many questions.“Because it’s a
surprise,” I said. “A really big surprise.”“Uncle Chris doesn’t know you’re playing?”“No, he doesn’t.
So you have to promise not to tell anyone that you saw me back here. Okay?”“But how will he
know to come find you?”“Good point. But your uncle Chris is a smart guy. He’ll figure it out in no
time.” Especially since I’d left my phone behind with that evil porno still playing. Damn hard to
feel bad about outing him, given the situation. “So you can’t tell anyone you saw me, okay?”For a
long moment Mary pondered her already scuffed satin slippers. Her mother would not be
impressed. “I don’t like it when my brother tells on my hiding places.”“No. It’s annoying, isn’t it?” I
felt my leg slipping and muttered an F-bomb, which I thought was under my breath.Pink lips
formed a perfect O. “You shouldn’t use that word! Momma said it’s naughty.”“You’re right, you’re
right,” I hastily agreed. “It’s a bad word and I apologize.”She let out a little sigh of relief. “That’s all
right. Momma says you weren’t raised right and we have to make all … allow … allowan…” Little
brows drew together in frustration.“Allowances?”“Yes.” She grinned. “Did you really grow up in a



barn? I think living in a barn would be fun.”This. This is what comes from letting stuck-up rich
bitches influence the young. Chris’s sister was a prime candidate for stick-up-the-ass removal.
His whole damn family was, for that matter.“No, honey,” I said. “I didn’t. But I bet your momma
would feel right at home among cows.”“Moo.” She laughed merrily.“Exactly. You better head back
now. And remember, don’t tell anyone you saw me.” I gave her a finger wave, trying to wriggle
into a more comfortable position without toppling off the precipice. As if that were
possible.“Promise! Bye!”“Bye.”The kid took off racing through the garden, soon disappearing
from sight. Now to get the hell down off the fence. Whatever way I played it, pain was sure to
follow. Fact. I stretched and strained, my thigh and calf muscles screaming in protest. If only I’d
gone with Chris to the gym all those times he’d suggested. Too late now. Slowly, knee first, one
leg, then the other went up and over. Splinters caught at my dress, threads pulling and silk
ripping. I slid down the opposite side of the fence, dangling in midair for one excruciating
moment while the rough wood tore my hands to pieces and my muscles stretched beyond
endurance. Then gravity kicked in.I hit the ground hard. It hurt.So much for being plus-size. My
extra padding hadn’t cushioned a damn thing. I rolled onto my back and lay in the long grass,
wheezing like a pack-a-day smoker. Pain filled my world. Maybe I’d just die here. It was as nice a
place as any.“Lydia, are you out here?” a voice called. Betsy, the receptionist from the real estate
agency. “Liddy?”I hated being called that. Hated it. And she knew it, the bitch.I held my silence,
lying there, sweating and breathing heavily (as quietly as possible). No way could she see me
without climbing the fence herself. Small chance of that. Generally, Betsy wasn’t any more
athletic than me. I was safe for now. Overhead, a wisp of white cloud passed, marring the perfect
blue sky for a moment. Such wonderful weather for a June wedding. Seriously, you couldn’t have
asked for better.Betsy’s voice receded. Time to move.Ever so slowly I climbed to my feet, every
muscle aching. In the distance, my name was being called out over and over again by a
multitude of voices. They were starting to sound panicky. Meanwhile, here I stood. No money, no
cards, no phone, no nothing. Truth be told, my emergency escape plan was a little flawed. At
least I’d made it over the fence.The neighbor’s yard was a jungle, completely overgrown. Lucky,
otherwise I might have actually broken something when I fell. A cute gray bungalow sat beneath
a circle of big old pine trees. It had a lot of charm. Places like this were why I’d gone into real
estate. To have the opportunity to help people find a wonderful home for the rest of their lives. A
place where they could raise their children and get to know their neighbors, have block parties
and BBQs. As opposed to dragging their offspring around the country in search of the next big
opportunity, living in one crummy thin-walled rental after another.Unfortunately, instead of selling
homes, I’d wound up pushing soulless condos and talking people into properties they couldn’t
begin to afford. I’d been beyond naive. Cutthroat didn’t even begin to describe the industry.But
back to my current situation.Sanders Beach was a pretty quiet area and they’d soon be looking
for me. Out on the street, I’d be found in no time. That wouldn’t do. I needed to catch my breath
and pull my shit together. Wait until the video outed Chris as the cheating lying vile scumbag he
was and then … well, I’d hopefully have some sort of plan figured out by that time.So what I liked



best about this pretty bungalow in particular was the wide open back window.I pulled up the
ruins of my skirts and kicked off my one remaining heel, before making my way through the tall
grass. No immediate signs of life from inside the house. Perhaps they’d gone out and forgotten to
lock it. The window opened onto a small bathroom, everything inside dated and dusty. Still
nothing stirred.To trespass or be discovered? Not a hard call to make. Call me Goldilocks. I was
going in. If I got eaten by a bear, then so be it. At least I’d make a decent-size meal.The window
wasn’t high. This time I climbed up without any trouble. I grabbed hold of the edge of the bathtub
for balance while the other hand reached for the floor. Everything was going great, right up until it
came time to squeeze my hips through. Wooden casing bit deep into my sides, pulling me up
short. I was stuck.“Shit,” I said, keeping my voice down just in case.I wriggled and twisted,
grunting in exertion, feet flailing in the open air. Thank god no one was around to see. So help
me baby Jesus, I could do this, I could. After all, what was losing a bit more skirt or skin at this
stage? Nothing, that’s what. I gripped the edge of the bathtub and gave a final almighty heave-
ho. Material tore and my girth gave way. I plummeted toward the floor. My face broke the fall and
my body followed, crashing down. Given the amount of noise involved, it was kind of surprising
the neighbors didn’t come running along with the police.“Oh god,” I whimpered, struggling to
breathe.Pain and humiliation levels had officially bypassed bad and gone straight to horrific.
What a clusterfuck of a situation.Carefully, I took a slow deep breath in through the nose and out
through the mouth. Okay, it worked. No ribs broken, I think. Nose still intact. I ran my tongue
around the inside of my mouth, checking for loose teeth. All good. Just the same, it felt like I’d
been in a bar fight with an angry mob. My right cheek throbbed like a bitch and for a long while I
just lay there, stunned. Neither daring to move, nor quite able. The old bungalow remained quiet.
I was alone, thank god. Alone was best, I got that now.Just in case someone came looking, I
dragged my sorry self into the bathtub and pulled the shower curtain closed. Then carefully, I
arranged the remains of my silk and tulle skirts around me.It was time to face the facts. To face
them and let them fill me. My man was in fact not my man, nor was he my best friend. There
would be no happy home. And my dream wedding? Screwed sideways and then some.Never
mind, I’d found somewhere safe to hide and wait out the day. Let Chris deal with the mess he’d
made. I needed to put myself back together.Hot tears started flowing down my face. They didn’t
stop for a long, long time.CHAPTER TWOHeavy footsteps roused me from my stupor. I don’t
know how long exactly I’d been sitting in the bathtub, staring off at nothing, pondering the
catastrophe my life had become. Couldn’t have been too long since sunlight still lit the room.The
footsteps came closer and closer. And then they entered the room. Oh, shit. I froze, not even
daring to breathe. There was a loud yawn, followed by the cracking of joints. Then a large hand
reached in beside the closed shower curtain and turned on the tap. A torrent of ice cold water
poured down. It was like a billion itty-bitty knives stabbing at my skin. All of the scratches and raw
patches from earlier stung like shit. I gritted my teeth, shoulders hiked up to around my ears as if
that would provide any protection.Yep, I sat there, all huddled up, listening to the man take a
leak.Awesome. Just plain awesome.Wasn’t like I could jump out and interrupt the man midflow.



And say what? I knew this was not a good situation to get caught in.1. I’d basically broken into
this guy’s house.2. And had then gone on making myself right at home, having a messy
emotional breakdown in his bathtub.Normal, rational people didn’t do this sort of thing. I didn’t
even have a criminal record, had never particularly done anything outlandish or interesting until
now. This was all Chris’s fault, the bastard. I’d just have to make the best of it and hope this guy
had a sense of humor.Just as the water began to warm, he flushed the john and freezing cold
water drenched me anew. I’d been about to open my mouth and announce my presence, but
that put an end to that. Needles of icy cold water pelted down on my skin. I fucking froze. Teeth
gritted, I suppressed a squeal of pain and rage.Then the shower curtain flew back.“Shit!” The
man was very tall, very naked, and very surprised. He stumbled back a step, a hand clutching at
the bench behind him, eyes furious and wide. “What the hell?”Good question.I opened my
mouth, closed it. Language skills had apparently abandoned me. In total silence, the man and I
stared at each other.Even with no clothing to take cues from, the dude was clearly the epitome
of cool. He looked about my age, or maybe a little older. He had longish red-blond hair, dark blue
eyes set in an angular face, a lean but muscular torso covered in tattoos, and a rather large cock.
Not that I meant to check him out, it’s just kind of hard to ignore a penis and scrotum when
they’re dangling right in front of your face. I tilted my head, trying to get some perspective. Every
viewpoint, however, was equally shocking. There was dick as far as the eye could see.And I
should stop ogling him. Right.“Hi.” With a calm I didn’t even vaguely feel, I reached up and turned
off the tap. Much better. His monster penis had momentarily derailed me, but I was back on track
now. Time to talk myself out of this mess. “Hey.”“What the fuck are you doing in my house?” he
asked flatly.“Right. Well…” I neatly tucked my dripping-wet shoulder-length blond hair back
behind my ears. As if that would help. My winged eyeliner and false lashes were probably
halfway down my cheeks. “I, um, I…”“You what?”“I’m Lydia,” I said, the first thing to come to
mind.No reply. His handsome face, however, took on a distinctly pissy expression. Even his
strawberry-blond hair seemed a fiery hue. Fine, so we weren’t swapping names and getting
cozy. Fair enough. You wouldn’t believe how hard it was, keeping my eyes on his face. The
struggle was real. It might have been due to my not seeing one in so long, but his dick seemed
almost hypnotic. The thing had magical powers, I swear. It was so big and mobile, subtly swaying
every time he moved. My gaze kept darting down despite my best efforts.Finally he put me out of
my misery, grabbing a towel off a nearby rack and wrapping it around his waist. It made for quite
the hot-looking miniskirt. Not just any man could have pulled off such a look.But back to my
explanations.“Ah, firstly, I’d just like to say sorry about this.” I waved a hand at him and his
bathroom and, well everything, really. “For any inconvenience I might have caused here in your
bathroom.”The guy stood tall, looming over me with his hands on hips. Tattoos covered his arms
to his wrists. Still, he had a whole lot of sinew on show. Definitely not the kind of man you’d want
to mess with. Dude could probably snap me in half in a second. I bet he was a tattoo model, or a
biker, or a pirate, or something. Something a lot hot and more than a little scary.Shit. I really
should have chosen another house.“I don’t normally break into people’s places and hide out in



their tub,” I babbled, on the verge of incoherency. “So I’m really sorry. Seriously. So very sorry. But
you’ve got a lovely home.”“That so?”“Not that, I mean, that’s not why I’m here. I just…” Fucking
hell, my mind was a disaster. I took a deep breath, letting it out nice and slow, before trying
again. “I love the old Arts and Crafts bungalows, don’t you? They have such soul.”His brows
drew tight. “Are you high? What the fuck are you on?”“Nothing!”“You haven’t been popping any
pills or snorting something?”“No, I swear.”“Nothing to drink?”“I haven’t had anything,” I said, but
the suspicion and anger still lined his face. Paired with the stubble on his chin and the shadows
beneath his eyes, my unwilling host was one tired, cranky man. Couldn’t really blame him.“So
you’re completely sober,” he said.“Completely.”A pause.“You’re thinking I’m bat-shit crazy now,
aren’t you?” I asked, despite the answer sitting plain as day on his pretty face.“Pretty much,
yeah.”Oh, god. “I’m not. I’m sane.”“You sure about that?” He looked down the long line of his nose
at me, distinctly unimpressed. “Seen a lot of weird shit in my years. Stuff like you wouldn’t
believe. But I got to tell you, right now, this … you, are taking the cake.”“Great.” And I was so
definitely probably going to jail. Someone ought to give me a cookie. My ability to take a bad
situation and make it worse today was amazing.“You touch any of my stuff?” he asked. “Take
anything?”“Yes, your sofa is cunningly hidden down the front of my dress. You won’t believe
where I fit the TV.”Again, his eyes narrowed dangerously. “Between you and me, probably not the
time to be funny, babe.”Crap. “Sorry. I’m sorry. I didn’t mean that. You have every right to be
mad.”“Damn right, I do.”I nodded, contrite. “I haven’t touched any of your things.”The dude just
stood there, staring. Lots going on behind his eyes. None of which I could read.A stray tear
trickled down my face. It must have saved itself up just for the occasion. Gah. How pathetic. I
sniffled, brushing it off hurriedly with the back of my hand.“Fuck’s sake,” he muttered.“I really am
sorry about this. The truth is, I just needed somewhere to hide for a little while. I didn’t mean to
freak you out.”He sighed. It wasn’t a happy sound. “Lydia?”“Yes?” Despite my best efforts, my
voice trembled slightly.“Look at me.”I did so. He still looked cranky and crazy cool while I
remained a hot mess.“I’m Vaughan,” he said.“Hi.”He tipped his chin and silence fell between us
once more.With the tip of his tongue rubbing at his upper lip, he looked at the wide-open
window, and then back at me. Yep, that’s how I’d gotten in. Houdini had nothing on my mad
skills.“What are you doing in my house, Lydia? The truth.”“It’s kind of a long story, actually.” Along
with being excruciatingly embarrassing. But then, what wasn’t about this day?Vaughan crossed
his arms over his wide chest and waited me out while I fussed with my ruined skirts and tried to
come up with a way to spin the story to not make me look a complete fool. Christ, the holes in my
stockings were huge. On one side, my entire foot stuck out. So screwed.Vaughan crouched by
the side of the tub, resting his arms on the side. Up close the shadows under his eyes seemed
even bigger and darker against his pale skin. And there were bags big enough to use as carry-
ons. Despite the strong lines of his lean face, the man looked done-in. Ready to sleep for a
hundred years.I knew that feeling.“Looks like a wedding dress,” he said quietly.“Yes, it is. I was
going to get married today.” I took a deep breath, wiping my face with my hands. Just as
expected, my palms came away smeared with black eye makeup. “Ah, boy. I must look a



wreck.”Without comment, Vaughan reached out and grabbed a towel, handing it to me. It was
sort of threadbare, old. Dated like the rest of the house. I hadn’t seen more than one room, but
real estate agents got a feel for these sort of things. Minimal upkeep for the past five or so years
would have been my guess. Perhaps it’d even been left empty. Bushes out front hid the house
from view, so I’d never gotten a good look at it before.“Thank you.” I patted myself dry with the
towel as best I could. What remained of my beautiful dress was a sopping-wet ruin. “I’m sorry I
broke into your house, Vaughan. I swear I don’t normally do this sort of thing.”“No,” he said, his
voice deep. “Figured as much. Where’d you come from?”“The big house at the back.”His brow
wrinkled. “You climbed over the fence?”“Yes.”Tired, red-tinged eyes appraised me anew. “That’s
a tall fence. Must have been one hell of an emergency.”“It was a disaster.”For a long moment he
studied me, deep in thought. Then he sighed yet again, climbing to his feet.“Are you going to call
the cops on me?” I asked, my throat tight with tension. “I know you have every right to, I’m not
disputing that. I’d just, I’d like to know. Mental preparation and all that.”“No. I’m not.”“Thank you. I
appreciate that.” My whole body sagged in relief.Then he clapped his hands together, startling
the crap out of me. “Okay, Lydia. Here’s what we’re going to do.”“Yes?”“I arrived late this morning,
have only had a few hours’ sleep. If I don’t get some coffee soon, things are going to get ugly.
And you probably need to get dried off.” With no fuss, he held out his hand. “Let’s get shit sorted
out. Then we can sit down and you can tell me the long story of how the hell you ended up in my
house. Agreed?”“Agreed,” I said, voice lightening.He pulled me up. Then, with strong hands on
my waist, lifted me out of the tub. Immediately water started dripping off of my saturated dress,
pooling on the scuffed wooden flooring at my feet. Chris would have been distinctly
unimpressed. Chris didn’t like messes. But as Vaughan didn’t seem to care, neither did I.“You’re
really not going to call the police?” I asked.“No. Hold still,” he said, carefully plucking a fake
eyelash from my cheek.“Thank you.”“Your dress is kind of fucked.” He looked me over from top to
toe.“I know,” I said sadly.“I’ll leave you to get changed.”“Wait. Please. I can’t get out of it on my
own.”More frowning.“It’s vintage,” I explained with a grim face. “There’s no zip, just a line of little
buttons up the back.”“’Course there is.” Without another word, he turned me around and got
started in on said buttons. As he worked, he hummed beneath his breath, the song vaguely
familiar.“Aren’t you still mad?” I asked, perplexed.“Nuh.”“But I broke into your house.”“Window
was open.”“I still trespassed.”Busy fingers kept working on undoing the dress. “You sat in the tub
and cried because some dickhead fucked you over.”That shut me up.“Or that’s what I’m
assuming, given the dress and all. I take it he’s the one that gave you that shiner on your
cheek?”“No. No one hit me. And yes, you assumed right about the being fucked over.” I tried to
look back at him, but I couldn’t see a thing beyond my wild-ass hair. Impressive how it’d survived
the shower. The stylist clearly knew her shit.“You sure no one hit you?” He did not sound
convinced.“Yes. I lost my grip and hit the floor when I was climbing in the window. My home
invasion skills need work.”“I’d suggest you try a different career.” He finished with the buttons and
took a step back, scratching his head. “You okay with the dress now?”“Yes, thank you,” I told his
reflection in the mirror. “For everything, I mean.”“Sure.” He almost smiled and gave a small shake



of the head as if he couldn’t quite believe what was going on. Or maybe it was disbelief that he
wasn’t kicking me straight back out the window through whence I’d come.Lord knows, it’d
shocked the shit out of me.He turned toward the door. “See you out there.”CHAPTER
TWOHeavy footsteps roused me from my stupor. I don’t know how long exactly I’d been sitting in
the bathtub, staring off at nothing, pondering the catastrophe my life had become. Couldn’t have
been too long since sunlight still lit the room.The footsteps came closer and closer. And then
they entered the room. Oh, shit. I froze, not even daring to breathe. There was a loud yawn,
followed by the cracking of joints. Then a large hand reached in beside the closed shower
curtain and turned on the tap. A torrent of ice cold water poured down. It was like a billion itty-
bitty knives stabbing at my skin. All of the scratches and raw patches from earlier stung like shit. I
gritted my teeth, shoulders hiked up to around my ears as if that would provide any
protection.Yep, I sat there, all huddled up, listening to the man take a leak.Awesome. Just plain
awesome.Wasn’t like I could jump out and interrupt the man midflow. And say what? I knew this
was not a good situation to get caught in.1. I’d basically broken into this guy’s house.2. And had
then gone on making myself right at home, having a messy emotional breakdown in his
bathtub.Normal, rational people didn’t do this sort of thing. I didn’t even have a criminal record,
had never particularly done anything outlandish or interesting until now. This was all Chris’s fault,
the bastard. I’d just have to make the best of it and hope this guy had a sense of humor.Just as
the water began to warm, he flushed the john and freezing cold water drenched me anew. I’d
been about to open my mouth and announce my presence, but that put an end to that. Needles
of icy cold water pelted down on my skin. I fucking froze. Teeth gritted, I suppressed a squeal of
pain and rage.Then the shower curtain flew back.“Shit!” The man was very tall, very naked, and
very surprised. He stumbled back a step, a hand clutching at the bench behind him, eyes furious
and wide. “What the hell?”Good question.I opened my mouth, closed it. Language skills had
apparently abandoned me. In total silence, the man and I stared at each other.Even with no
clothing to take cues from, the dude was clearly the epitome of cool. He looked about my age, or
maybe a little older. He had longish red-blond hair, dark blue eyes set in an angular face, a lean
but muscular torso covered in tattoos, and a rather large cock. Not that I meant to check him out,
it’s just kind of hard to ignore a penis and scrotum when they’re dangling right in front of your
face. I tilted my head, trying to get some perspective. Every viewpoint, however, was equally
shocking. There was dick as far as the eye could see.And I should stop ogling him. Right.“Hi.”
With a calm I didn’t even vaguely feel, I reached up and turned off the tap. Much better. His
monster penis had momentarily derailed me, but I was back on track now. Time to talk myself out
of this mess. “Hey.”“What the fuck are you doing in my house?” he asked flatly.“Right. Well…” I
neatly tucked my dripping-wet shoulder-length blond hair back behind my ears. As if that would
help. My winged eyeliner and false lashes were probably halfway down my cheeks. “I, um,
I…”“You what?”“I’m Lydia,” I said, the first thing to come to mind.No reply. His handsome face,
however, took on a distinctly pissy expression. Even his strawberry-blond hair seemed a fiery
hue. Fine, so we weren’t swapping names and getting cozy. Fair enough. You wouldn’t believe



how hard it was, keeping my eyes on his face. The struggle was real. It might have been due to
my not seeing one in so long, but his dick seemed almost hypnotic. The thing had magical
powers, I swear. It was so big and mobile, subtly swaying every time he moved. My gaze kept
darting down despite my best efforts.Finally he put me out of my misery, grabbing a towel off a
nearby rack and wrapping it around his waist. It made for quite the hot-looking miniskirt. Not just
any man could have pulled off such a look.But back to my explanations.“Ah, firstly, I’d just like to
say sorry about this.” I waved a hand at him and his bathroom and, well everything, really. “For
any inconvenience I might have caused here in your bathroom.”The guy stood tall, looming over
me with his hands on hips. Tattoos covered his arms to his wrists. Still, he had a whole lot of
sinew on show. Definitely not the kind of man you’d want to mess with. Dude could probably
snap me in half in a second. I bet he was a tattoo model, or a biker, or a pirate, or something.
Something a lot hot and more than a little scary.Shit. I really should have chosen another
house.“I don’t normally break into people’s places and hide out in their tub,” I babbled, on the
verge of incoherency. “So I’m really sorry. Seriously. So very sorry. But you’ve got a lovely
home.”“That so?”“Not that, I mean, that’s not why I’m here. I just…” Fucking hell, my mind was a
disaster. I took a deep breath, letting it out nice and slow, before trying again. “I love the old Arts
and Crafts bungalows, don’t you? They have such soul.”His brows drew tight. “Are you high?
What the fuck are you on?”“Nothing!”“You haven’t been popping any pills or snorting
something?”“No, I swear.”“Nothing to drink?”“I haven’t had anything,” I said, but the suspicion
and anger still lined his face. Paired with the stubble on his chin and the shadows beneath his
eyes, my unwilling host was one tired, cranky man. Couldn’t really blame him.“So you’re
completely sober,” he said.“Completely.”A pause.“You’re thinking I’m bat-shit crazy now, aren’t
you?” I asked, despite the answer sitting plain as day on his pretty face.“Pretty much, yeah.”Oh,
god. “I’m not. I’m sane.”“You sure about that?” He looked down the long line of his nose at me,
distinctly unimpressed. “Seen a lot of weird shit in my years. Stuff like you wouldn’t believe. But I
got to tell you, right now, this … you, are taking the cake.”“Great.” And I was so definitely
probably going to jail. Someone ought to give me a cookie. My ability to take a bad situation and
make it worse today was amazing.“You touch any of my stuff?” he asked. “Take anything?”“Yes,
your sofa is cunningly hidden down the front of my dress. You won’t believe where I fit the
TV.”Again, his eyes narrowed dangerously. “Between you and me, probably not the time to be
funny, babe.”Crap. “Sorry. I’m sorry. I didn’t mean that. You have every right to be mad.”“Damn
right, I do.”I nodded, contrite. “I haven’t touched any of your things.”The dude just stood there,
staring. Lots going on behind his eyes. None of which I could read.A stray tear trickled down my
face. It must have saved itself up just for the occasion. Gah. How pathetic. I sniffled, brushing it
off hurriedly with the back of my hand.“Fuck’s sake,” he muttered.“I really am sorry about this.
The truth is, I just needed somewhere to hide for a little while. I didn’t mean to freak you out.”He
sighed. It wasn’t a happy sound. “Lydia?”“Yes?” Despite my best efforts, my voice trembled
slightly.“Look at me.”I did so. He still looked cranky and crazy cool while I remained a hot
mess.“I’m Vaughan,” he said.“Hi.”He tipped his chin and silence fell between us once more.With



the tip of his tongue rubbing at his upper lip, he looked at the wide-open window, and then back
at me. Yep, that’s how I’d gotten in. Houdini had nothing on my mad skills.“What are you doing in
my house, Lydia? The truth.”“It’s kind of a long story, actually.” Along with being excruciatingly
embarrassing. But then, what wasn’t about this day?Vaughan crossed his arms over his wide
chest and waited me out while I fussed with my ruined skirts and tried to come up with a way to
spin the story to not make me look a complete fool. Christ, the holes in my stockings were huge.
On one side, my entire foot stuck out. So screwed.Vaughan crouched by the side of the tub,
resting his arms on the side. Up close the shadows under his eyes seemed even bigger and
darker against his pale skin. And there were bags big enough to use as carry-ons. Despite the
strong lines of his lean face, the man looked done-in. Ready to sleep for a hundred years.I knew
that feeling.“Looks like a wedding dress,” he said quietly.“Yes, it is. I was going to get married
today.” I took a deep breath, wiping my face with my hands. Just as expected, my palms came
away smeared with black eye makeup. “Ah, boy. I must look a wreck.”Without comment, Vaughan
reached out and grabbed a towel, handing it to me. It was sort of threadbare, old. Dated like the
rest of the house. I hadn’t seen more than one room, but real estate agents got a feel for these
sort of things. Minimal upkeep for the past five or so years would have been my guess. Perhaps
it’d even been left empty. Bushes out front hid the house from view, so I’d never gotten a good
look at it before.“Thank you.” I patted myself dry with the towel as best I could. What remained of
my beautiful dress was a sopping-wet ruin. “I’m sorry I broke into your house, Vaughan. I swear I
don’t normally do this sort of thing.”“No,” he said, his voice deep. “Figured as much. Where’d you
come from?”“The big house at the back.”His brow wrinkled. “You climbed over the
fence?”“Yes.”Tired, red-tinged eyes appraised me anew. “That’s a tall fence. Must have been one
hell of an emergency.”“It was a disaster.”For a long moment he studied me, deep in thought.
Then he sighed yet again, climbing to his feet.“Are you going to call the cops on me?” I asked,
my throat tight with tension. “I know you have every right to, I’m not disputing that. I’d just, I’d like
to know. Mental preparation and all that.”“No. I’m not.”“Thank you. I appreciate that.” My whole
body sagged in relief.Then he clapped his hands together, startling the crap out of me. “Okay,
Lydia. Here’s what we’re going to do.”“Yes?”“I arrived late this morning, have only had a few
hours’ sleep. If I don’t get some coffee soon, things are going to get ugly. And you probably need
to get dried off.” With no fuss, he held out his hand. “Let’s get shit sorted out. Then we can sit
down and you can tell me the long story of how the hell you ended up in my house.
Agreed?”“Agreed,” I said, voice lightening.He pulled me up. Then, with strong hands on my
waist, lifted me out of the tub. Immediately water started dripping off of my saturated dress,
pooling on the scuffed wooden flooring at my feet. Chris would have been distinctly
unimpressed. Chris didn’t like messes. But as Vaughan didn’t seem to care, neither did I.“You’re
really not going to call the police?” I asked.“No. Hold still,” he said, carefully plucking a fake
eyelash from my cheek.“Thank you.”“Your dress is kind of fucked.” He looked me over from top to
toe.“I know,” I said sadly.“I’ll leave you to get changed.”“Wait. Please. I can’t get out of it on my
own.”More frowning.“It’s vintage,” I explained with a grim face. “There’s no zip, just a line of little



buttons up the back.”“’Course there is.” Without another word, he turned me around and got
started in on said buttons. As he worked, he hummed beneath his breath, the song vaguely
familiar.“Aren’t you still mad?” I asked, perplexed.“Nuh.”“But I broke into your house.”“Window
was open.”“I still trespassed.”Busy fingers kept working on undoing the dress. “You sat in the tub
and cried because some dickhead fucked you over.”That shut me up.“Or that’s what I’m
assuming, given the dress and all. I take it he’s the one that gave you that shiner on your
cheek?”“No. No one hit me. And yes, you assumed right about the being fucked over.” I tried to
look back at him, but I couldn’t see a thing beyond my wild-ass hair. Impressive how it’d survived
the shower. The stylist clearly knew her shit.“You sure no one hit you?” He did not sound
convinced.“Yes. I lost my grip and hit the floor when I was climbing in the window. My home
invasion skills need work.”“I’d suggest you try a different career.” He finished with the buttons and
took a step back, scratching his head. “You okay with the dress now?”“Yes, thank you,” I told his
reflection in the mirror. “For everything, I mean.”“Sure.” He almost smiled and gave a small shake
of the head as if he couldn’t quite believe what was going on. Or maybe it was disbelief that he
wasn’t kicking me straight back out the window through whence I’d come.Lord knows, it’d
shocked the shit out of me.He turned toward the door. “See you out there.”CHAPTER
THREEBeneath the sodden wedding dress, things weren’t so bad. My petticoats and corset
were actually pretty dry. Or would be soon enough in the warm weather. I fixed up my panda
eyes and wrapped my hair up in a towel, turban style. Nothing more could be done.Time to
venture out in search of the kitchen. It was easy enough to find with the tantalizing scent of
coffee leading me on. The bungalow had roughly an L shape. Obviously at some stage it’d been
remodeled and given a more modern layout.It was nice, charming.French doors opened out
from the kitchen onto a back deck where several pots containing long-deceased plants sat. All of
the light inside was hazy, care of the unwashed windows. Tiny flecks of dust floated about in the
golden afternoon air.Vaughan waited at the table, a cup of coffee in his hands and another
opposite. He wore jeans and a wrinkled gray tee with some band on the front. Even slouched in
a chair, he looked good. Different from Chris yet still immensely appealing. Vaughan was so
slacker cool with his long, lean body and his hair falling in his eyes. Man, I hated people who
could appear so effortlessly attractive. Me relaxed resembled an oily hair and sweatpants party
for one.“Hi.” I raised a hand in greeting.He’d been busy staring off into space, lost in thought.
Now, however, he blinked repeatedly, slowly looking me over. Even though I’d seen him naked,
being in front of him in my flouncy lingerie had me hesitating. So stupid. Much too late in the day
for me to be getting embarrassed. On the plus side, the corset turned my extra flesh into a
fabulous hourglass. Something Vaughan definitely seemed to notice. I wasn’t seeking any sexy
times. Though, some honest male appreciation for my womanly assets felt nice. Onward and
upward and all that.“I tried to clean up the bathroom a little,” I said, pulling out a seat. “Hung my
dress up to dry.”“Okay.”“Thanks for the coffee.”“No worries,” he said in a gruff voice. “Hope you
take it black. I haven’t been here for a while so there’s no sugar or creamer.”“Black’s fine.” I took a
cautious sip of the brew. Ah, coffee. My one true friend (beside vodka). There must have been



some beans hiding in the freezer, because it wasn’t half bad. I’d have suffered through a cup of
crappy instant; it was nice not to have to, however. Small pleasures mattered. “That tastes
amazing.”A grunt.With caffeine pumping through me, I started to feel more myself. Less Miss
Havisham sitting in her tattered dress and more modern capable woman. I shook off the shit, sat
up a little straighter.“Vaughan, I really am sorry about all of this, dumping my problems on you.”“I
know.” He didn’t meet my eyes due to still noticing my assets. Maybe he’d zoned out, what with
being so tired, and that just happened to be in the vicinity where he’d been looking when it
happened.“It bears repeating. You’ve been great about it, really.”Another grunt.Had to admit,
curiosity filled me about this man. Wonder what he was like when he wasn’t sleep deprived and
dealing with a trespassing runaway bride. Was he the sort of person who smiled a little or a lot? I
couldn’t tell. For someone who made her living reading people and talking them into buying big
houses, today I officially knew shit.“You didn’t even get to have your shower,” I said.A one-
shoulder shrug. “Later.”“I promise after I finish this coffee, I’ll get out of your way.”“No rush.” Still
no eye contact.I shifted in my seat.He really was appealing in his way. His lips were neither thick
nor thin. Just nice. It would be good to see them curved in a smile. To know I hadn’t entirely
trashed his day with my drama.“This really is a lovely house,” I said. “You don’t spend much time
here?”“No.”“Shame.”Maybe he’d been all talked out and didn’t want a conversation. Fine by me.
But I don’t think that’s what was going on. He’d zoned out, all right. I highly doubt it was due to
tiredness, however.I cocked my head, studying him. “Vaughan?”“Yeah?”“Nice weather we’re
having, isn’t it?”“Great.”“It is. It’s so great,” I enthused. “Love the weather.”Handsome face blank
of expression, his fingers remained curled unmoving around his half-full cup of coffee. If it wasn’t
for his monosyllable responses and the whole chest moving with each breath thing, I’d have
wondered if the man had croaked. And it wasn’t my makeup-smeared face or crazily knotted hair
he was gawking at. In fact, I don’t believe he ever got that far.Seemed my would-have-been-
neighbor was a tit man.I have to admit my Elomi bridal lingerie was exquisite. I’d been so certain
it would wow Chris, spur him into some post-matrimonial lustfulness. What a joke. A strap-on
might have been a better idea.“I just wanted to say thanks again for being so understanding
about all this,” I said.“Sure,” he told my boobs.“You’ve been great.”“Mm.”“Other people wouldn’t
have been so understanding.”“Assholes,” he said, lips pressed tight in disapproval. I’m sure my
breasts appreciated his support immensely.I drank my coffee, waiting for him to get bored of
them. And then I waited some more. Wasn’t happening. The clock on the wall ticked loudly, the
only sound in the room. While I couldn’t claim innocence regarding his groin, at least I hadn’t
gawked at him to this degree. I’d been discreet(ish).“Vaughan?”Nostrils flared on a deep breath.
“Huh?”“You’re staring.”“What?”“My breasts.” I waved a hand around the pertinent parts of my
anatomy. Though I’m reasonably certain he already knew where they were. “These things,
Vaughan. The baby feeders and pillows of sin. You’re staring at them.”His startled gaze jumped
to my face.“I wouldn’t mention it, but it’s been a while now and I’m beginning to get a little
uncomfortable.”“Shit,” he muttered, as realization hit. He turned his face away.“Don’t get me
wrong. Since you’re probably the only one who’ll ever see me in this, it’s kind of nice to see some



appreciation. But yeah, getting awkward.”“Sorry, Lydia.”“It’s okay.” I tried to hold back a smile.
Tried.Brows drawn down, he concentrated good and hard on drinking his coffee. “Didn’t realize I
was doing that.”“It’s fine. You like boobs. I get it,” I said, inspecting the girls. “They are kind of out
there in this corset.”“Yeah.”“And to be fair, I did see you in all your glory not so long ago.”He
snorted out a laugh. No idea how he made it sound attractive, but he did. Then his lips curved
into a small droll smile. And that smile? It was lovely.Wonder how things were going over the
fence for Chris & Co.? Not that I cared. A fiery gateway to hell could open up beneath their
garden party and I wouldn’t have helped a single one of them. Guess I’d entered the bitter and
twisted stage of mourning my relationship. Sure as hell I was done with denial.“You were going
to tell me about your wedding disaster,” Vaughan prompted.“Right.” I folded my arms over my
chest. A purely defensive, batten-down-the-hatches kind of move. All it did, though, was plump
up my boobs. Immediately, Vaughan’s gaze was there, making me shift in the chair
uncomfortably. “You wouldn’t happen to have a shirt I could borrow, would—”“No.”“No?”He
cleared his throat. “Sorry.”“You only have one shirt?”“Yeah, ah … see, the airline lost my
luggage.”“I thought you said you’d been driving all night.”“Right, right. Flew then drove. Decided
to hit the road in Portland, catch all that scenery.”“At night?”“Yeah.” He turned away, scratching at
the golden-red stubble on his chin. “All the stars and shit. It was real pretty.”Huh. Okay. Probably
no point asking about towels. The only ones I’d seen were now hanging up wet in the bathroom.
To steal the sheet off his bed and make a toga out of it might be going too far. No problem, I
could brazen it out. Obviously my host had no issues with letting it all hang out physically.
Though he’d been hewn from stone, while I was more marshmallow. Chris had liked to call me
his “dumpling.” He’d made it sound sweet, but it’d niggled none the less.How much exactly had I
ignored or excused? Good question. I bit at my thumbnail, folding in on myself. No. Enough. I
would not allow him and his set to continue undermining my self-confidence. The video had
woken me up. No more excuses.“I believe my fiancé is gay and has been using me as a beard,” I
announced, chin held high. “That’s basically the whole story.”Vaughan’s eyes widened.
“Shit.”“Yes.”“What happened?”“I was getting ready for the ceremony and someone sent me a
video of him getting it on with another guy.”“That’s why you ran?”“That’s why I ran.” I slumped
back in the seat. “Why? What would you have done?”“Gotten the hell out of there.”I gave him a
nod, relaxing further. “Good.”“Dick isn’t my thing. Would have had to have been drunk as fuck to
have gotten engaged to a guy in the first place.” From beneath his brows came a sly look. “But
yeah, I’d have definitely bolted.”“Ha-ha.”The smile came slowly, but again it was definitely there.
Strange—he smiled and the weight on my shoulders lightened. All of the dust and darkness in
the house faded from view. Maybe it was just me not feeling so alone, I don’t know. But it
helped.“No way I could’ve pulled off the underwear and dress as well as you,” he said
contemplatively, thumb rubbing over the rim of his coffee cup.“No?”“I lack some of your finer
assets.”“Aw, that’s sweet,” I drawled, laughing softly. “I’m sure you look lovely in drag, Vaughan.
But I appreciate you saying that.”“No problem.” He took a sip of coffee, watching me all the while
with those intense blue eyes. Not once did they stray down to the assets in question. Probably



too busy admiring my fine collection of scratches, bruises, and general hot bridal messiness.I
shifted in my seat, fussed for a minute. Though really, what was the point? I looked like hell.
Might as well just roll with it. I huffed out a breath and did my best to let all of the dross go.
Everything would be okay. Life would go on. Me and my insane situation had even managed to
raise this man’s spirits a little.Yes, I’d made a mistake. Shit had definitely happened. But things
weren’t so bad. Apart from my fine collection of scratches, bruises, and aching muscles, I still
had my health.“You’ve got a killer smile,” he said, still staring.Heck, he was serious. Probably just
being kind. “Thank you.”A nod.He rubbed at the stubble on his chin, little lines appearing
between his brows. “You weren’t tempted to have a show-him-up, out him in front of all the
guests?”“Honestly?” I took my time and pondered the question, turning it over inside my head. “I
wasn’t afraid, exactly, I just … they weren’t my people. All of those guests were business
acquaintances, contacts, friends of his family. Most of them I’d never even met. Guess I haven’t
been in town long enough to make my own friends. I’ve been either busy working or I’ve been
with Chris. My parents couldn’t make it and I’ve pretty much lost touch with the girls I went to
school with.“I don’t really care what those idiots over there think of me. As for what they think of
him, he made this mess. He can clean it up himself. I just wanted to remove myself from the
entire situation, pronto.” I stared over his shoulder, lost in thought. “I guess I was embarrassed.
How could I not be? He played me for a fool.”He made a small noise.“Anyway.”“And that’s how
you wound up in my bathtub?”“Yes.” I gave him a strained smile. “I realized a bit late that I had no
money or cards. Hiding out for a while until things settled down seemed like a smart idea. Have
my meltdown in private.”“Mm.”“Speaking of which, guess I better head back around, check out
the damage.” I took a fortifying gulp of coffee. “Get out of your hair and go fetch my purse.”“No
rush.”“Think I’ve probably taken up enough of your time with my drama,” I said with a small laugh.
It fell flat. I should give it a few days to sink in before attempting to make jokes. Right now things
still felt raw, on edge. Like I might burst into tears again at any moment. Either that or go into
some sort of psycho rage. Too many emotions were bubbling away beneath the surface. It didn’t
feel like there was enough of me to contain it all. One small crack and everything would start
pouring out all over again.No. Nope. I straightened my spine. I could handle this. I could and I
would.“Seriously.” He waved a hand, motioning for me to stay seated. Then he stretched, raising
his arms up above his head then gripping his elbows and cracking his neck. “You don’t really
want to go back around there yet. Fuck knows, I wouldn’t want to.”“Are you sure?”He nodded.
“Yeah. You being here also gives me a damn good excuse to put off dealing with my own
shit.”“You’ve got drama too?”A shrug. “Doesn’t everyone?”“A side effect of breathing, I guess.”He
smiled.CHAPTER THREEBeneath the sodden wedding dress, things weren’t so bad. My
petticoats and corset were actually pretty dry. Or would be soon enough in the warm weather. I
fixed up my panda eyes and wrapped my hair up in a towel, turban style. Nothing more could be
done.Time to venture out in search of the kitchen. It was easy enough to find with the tantalizing
scent of coffee leading me on. The bungalow had roughly an L shape. Obviously at some stage
it’d been remodeled and given a more modern layout.It was nice, charming.French doors



opened out from the kitchen onto a back deck where several pots containing long-deceased
plants sat. All of the light inside was hazy, care of the unwashed windows. Tiny flecks of dust
floated about in the golden afternoon air.Vaughan waited at the table, a cup of coffee in his
hands and another opposite. He wore jeans and a wrinkled gray tee with some band on the front.
Even slouched in a chair, he looked good. Different from Chris yet still immensely appealing.
Vaughan was so slacker cool with his long, lean body and his hair falling in his eyes. Man, I
hated people who could appear so effortlessly attractive. Me relaxed resembled an oily hair and
sweatpants party for one.“Hi.” I raised a hand in greeting.He’d been busy staring off into space,
lost in thought. Now, however, he blinked repeatedly, slowly looking me over. Even though I’d
seen him naked, being in front of him in my flouncy lingerie had me hesitating. So stupid. Much
too late in the day for me to be getting embarrassed. On the plus side, the corset turned my extra
flesh into a fabulous hourglass. Something Vaughan definitely seemed to notice. I wasn’t
seeking any sexy times. Though, some honest male appreciation for my womanly assets felt
nice. Onward and upward and all that.“I tried to clean up the bathroom a little,” I said, pulling out
a seat. “Hung my dress up to dry.”“Okay.”“Thanks for the coffee.”“No worries,” he said in a gruff
voice. “Hope you take it black. I haven’t been here for a while so there’s no sugar or
creamer.”“Black’s fine.” I took a cautious sip of the brew. Ah, coffee. My one true friend (beside
vodka). There must have been some beans hiding in the freezer, because it wasn’t half bad. I’d
have suffered through a cup of crappy instant; it was nice not to have to, however. Small
pleasures mattered. “That tastes amazing.”A grunt.With caffeine pumping through me, I started
to feel more myself. Less Miss Havisham sitting in her tattered dress and more modern capable
woman. I shook off the shit, sat up a little straighter.“Vaughan, I really am sorry about all of this,
dumping my problems on you.”“I know.” He didn’t meet my eyes due to still noticing my assets.
Maybe he’d zoned out, what with being so tired, and that just happened to be in the vicinity
where he’d been looking when it happened.“It bears repeating. You’ve been great about it,
really.”Another grunt.Had to admit, curiosity filled me about this man. Wonder what he was like
when he wasn’t sleep deprived and dealing with a trespassing runaway bride. Was he the sort of
person who smiled a little or a lot? I couldn’t tell. For someone who made her living reading
people and talking them into buying big houses, today I officially knew shit.“You didn’t even get
to have your shower,” I said.A one-shoulder shrug. “Later.”“I promise after I finish this coffee, I’ll
get out of your way.”“No rush.” Still no eye contact.I shifted in my seat.He really was appealing in
his way. His lips were neither thick nor thin. Just nice. It would be good to see them curved in a
smile. To know I hadn’t entirely trashed his day with my drama.“This really is a lovely house,” I
said. “You don’t spend much time here?”“No.”“Shame.”Maybe he’d been all talked out and didn’t
want a conversation. Fine by me. But I don’t think that’s what was going on. He’d zoned out, all
right. I highly doubt it was due to tiredness, however.I cocked my head, studying him.
“Vaughan?”“Yeah?”“Nice weather we’re having, isn’t it?”“Great.”“It is. It’s so great,” I enthused.
“Love the weather.”Handsome face blank of expression, his fingers remained curled unmoving
around his half-full cup of coffee. If it wasn’t for his monosyllable responses and the whole chest



moving with each breath thing, I’d have wondered if the man had croaked. And it wasn’t my
makeup-smeared face or crazily knotted hair he was gawking at. In fact, I don’t believe he ever
got that far.Seemed my would-have-been-neighbor was a tit man.I have to admit my Elomi bridal
lingerie was exquisite. I’d been so certain it would wow Chris, spur him into some post-
matrimonial lustfulness. What a joke. A strap-on might have been a better idea.“I just wanted to
say thanks again for being so understanding about all this,” I said.“Sure,” he told my
boobs.“You’ve been great.”“Mm.”“Other people wouldn’t have been so
understanding.”“Assholes,” he said, lips pressed tight in disapproval. I’m sure my breasts
appreciated his support immensely.I drank my coffee, waiting for him to get bored of them. And
then I waited some more. Wasn’t happening. The clock on the wall ticked loudly, the only sound
in the room. While I couldn’t claim innocence regarding his groin, at least I hadn’t gawked at him
to this degree. I’d been discreet(ish).“Vaughan?”Nostrils flared on a deep breath. “Huh?”“You’re
staring.”“What?”“My breasts.” I waved a hand around the pertinent parts of my anatomy. Though
I’m reasonably certain he already knew where they were. “These things, Vaughan. The baby
feeders and pillows of sin. You’re staring at them.”His startled gaze jumped to my face.“I wouldn’t
mention it, but it’s been a while now and I’m beginning to get a little uncomfortable.”“Shit,” he
muttered, as realization hit. He turned his face away.“Don’t get me wrong. Since you’re probably
the only one who’ll ever see me in this, it’s kind of nice to see some appreciation. But yeah,
getting awkward.”“Sorry, Lydia.”“It’s okay.” I tried to hold back a smile. Tried.Brows drawn down,
he concentrated good and hard on drinking his coffee. “Didn’t realize I was doing that.”“It’s fine.
You like boobs. I get it,” I said, inspecting the girls. “They are kind of out there in this
corset.”“Yeah.”“And to be fair, I did see you in all your glory not so long ago.”He snorted out a
laugh. No idea how he made it sound attractive, but he did. Then his lips curved into a small droll
smile. And that smile? It was lovely.Wonder how things were going over the fence for Chris &
Co.? Not that I cared. A fiery gateway to hell could open up beneath their garden party and I
wouldn’t have helped a single one of them. Guess I’d entered the bitter and twisted stage of
mourning my relationship. Sure as hell I was done with denial.“You were going to tell me about
your wedding disaster,” Vaughan prompted.“Right.” I folded my arms over my chest. A purely
defensive, batten-down-the-hatches kind of move. All it did, though, was plump up my boobs.
Immediately, Vaughan’s gaze was there, making me shift in the chair uncomfortably. “You
wouldn’t happen to have a shirt I could borrow, would—”“No.”“No?”He cleared his throat.
“Sorry.”“You only have one shirt?”“Yeah, ah … see, the airline lost my luggage.”“I thought you
said you’d been driving all night.”“Right, right. Flew then drove. Decided to hit the road in
Portland, catch all that scenery.”“At night?”“Yeah.” He turned away, scratching at the golden-red
stubble on his chin. “All the stars and shit. It was real pretty.”Huh. Okay. Probably no point asking
about towels. The only ones I’d seen were now hanging up wet in the bathroom. To steal the
sheet off his bed and make a toga out of it might be going too far. No problem, I could brazen it
out. Obviously my host had no issues with letting it all hang out physically. Though he’d been
hewn from stone, while I was more marshmallow. Chris had liked to call me his “dumpling.” He’d



made it sound sweet, but it’d niggled none the less.How much exactly had I ignored or excused?
Good question. I bit at my thumbnail, folding in on myself. No. Enough. I would not allow him and
his set to continue undermining my self-confidence. The video had woken me up. No more
excuses.“I believe my fiancé is gay and has been using me as a beard,” I announced, chin held
high. “That’s basically the whole story.”Vaughan’s eyes widened. “Shit.”“Yes.”“What happened?”“I
was getting ready for the ceremony and someone sent me a video of him getting it on with
another guy.”“That’s why you ran?”“That’s why I ran.” I slumped back in the seat. “Why? What
would you have done?”“Gotten the hell out of there.”I gave him a nod, relaxing further.
“Good.”“Dick isn’t my thing. Would have had to have been drunk as fuck to have gotten engaged
to a guy in the first place.” From beneath his brows came a sly look. “But yeah, I’d have definitely
bolted.”“Ha-ha.”The smile came slowly, but again it was definitely there. Strange—he smiled and
the weight on my shoulders lightened. All of the dust and darkness in the house faded from view.
Maybe it was just me not feeling so alone, I don’t know. But it helped.“No way I could’ve pulled
off the underwear and dress as well as you,” he said contemplatively, thumb rubbing over the rim
of his coffee cup.“No?”“I lack some of your finer assets.”“Aw, that’s sweet,” I drawled, laughing
softly. “I’m sure you look lovely in drag, Vaughan. But I appreciate you saying that.”“No problem.”
He took a sip of coffee, watching me all the while with those intense blue eyes. Not once did they
stray down to the assets in question. Probably too busy admiring my fine collection of scratches,
bruises, and general hot bridal messiness.I shifted in my seat, fussed for a minute. Though
really, what was the point? I looked like hell. Might as well just roll with it. I huffed out a breath
and did my best to let all of the dross go. Everything would be okay. Life would go on. Me and my
insane situation had even managed to raise this man’s spirits a little.Yes, I’d made a mistake. Shit
had definitely happened. But things weren’t so bad. Apart from my fine collection of scratches,
bruises, and aching muscles, I still had my health.“You’ve got a killer smile,” he said, still
staring.Heck, he was serious. Probably just being kind. “Thank you.”A nod.He rubbed at the
stubble on his chin, little lines appearing between his brows. “You weren’t tempted to have a
show-him-up, out him in front of all the guests?”“Honestly?” I took my time and pondered the
question, turning it over inside my head. “I wasn’t afraid, exactly, I just … they weren’t my people.
All of those guests were business acquaintances, contacts, friends of his family. Most of them I’d
never even met. Guess I haven’t been in town long enough to make my own friends. I’ve been
either busy working or I’ve been with Chris. My parents couldn’t make it and I’ve pretty much lost
touch with the girls I went to school with.“I don’t really care what those idiots over there think of
me. As for what they think of him, he made this mess. He can clean it up himself. I just wanted to
remove myself from the entire situation, pronto.” I stared over his shoulder, lost in thought. “I
guess I was embarrassed. How could I not be? He played me for a fool.”He made a small
noise.“Anyway.”“And that’s how you wound up in my bathtub?”“Yes.” I gave him a strained smile.
“I realized a bit late that I had no money or cards. Hiding out for a while until things settled down
seemed like a smart idea. Have my meltdown in private.”“Mm.”“Speaking of which, guess I better
head back around, check out the damage.” I took a fortifying gulp of coffee. “Get out of your hair



and go fetch my purse.”“No rush.”“Think I’ve probably taken up enough of your time with my
drama,” I said with a small laugh. It fell flat. I should give it a few days to sink in before attempting
to make jokes. Right now things still felt raw, on edge. Like I might burst into tears again at any
moment. Either that or go into some sort of psycho rage. Too many emotions were bubbling
away beneath the surface. It didn’t feel like there was enough of me to contain it all. One small
crack and everything would start pouring out all over again.No. Nope. I straightened my spine. I
could handle this. I could and I would.“Seriously.” He waved a hand, motioning for me to stay
seated. Then he stretched, raising his arms up above his head then gripping his elbows and
cracking his neck. “You don’t really want to go back around there yet. Fuck knows, I wouldn’t
want to.”“Are you sure?”He nodded. “Yeah. You being here also gives me a damn good excuse to
put off dealing with my own shit.”“You’ve got drama too?”A shrug. “Doesn’t everyone?”“A side
effect of breathing, I guess.”He smiled.CHAPTER FOUR“Nothing about your sex life didn’t make
you think he might be gay?” Vaughan asked.“Um…”“If you don’t mind me asking.”“Well, yes. I
mean no, I don’t mind you asking. But yes, our lack of intimacy should have made me think
twice.” Oh, god. It really, really should have. What with the lack of screwing, I’d screwed up
magnificently. Shame filled me. “I still can’t believe I fell for his crap.”“Guess he was
convincing.”“He sure was.”“Least you didn’t go through with the wedding.”I huffed out a breath.
“Hell no. As soon as I saw…”A nod.“I’m not sure it’s actually sunk in yet, that I’m not getting
married today. I’m not spending the rest of my life building a home with him.”“It’s big.”“Yeah.” I
folded my hands in my lap. “I got carried away and took a leap of faith. It just didn’t pay off.”He
said nothing. Not like there was anything to say.“Trust is a bitch. Anyway.” I shook it off. Time to
move on, et cetera. If I kept telling myself as much, eventually it had to sink in. “To answer your
question. Honestly, Vaughan, we didn’t have much of a sex life to speak of.”“What?” Elbows on
the table, he leaned in, getting closer. “When was the last time you two fucked?”I blinked. Not
“had sex.” Not even “made love.” Fucked. Like language even mattered, and yet … maybe I was
a prude. I’d never thought of myself as one, though as today was showing, I knew
shit.“Lydia?”“Sorry. Just mentally beating myself up again.”“Stop it. That’s not going to help.”“No,
it’s not. But kind of hard to avoid today.”“Mm.”Tattoos covered his arms to the wrists. Black and
gray, mostly, with traces of color erupting here and there. An electric guitar with an ornate skull
above it. A diving bluebird surrounded by licks of flame. Beautiful ink work. Whoever he went to
was an artist.Opposite me, he pushed back his pale-red hair, waiting on me to answer his
question.“Well, we were waiting to have sex. His family are religious and quite traditional.” My
fingers meshed and twisted in my lap. “Big on appearances and stuff. Yeah…”Little lines
appeared between his brows.“But he told me he loved me all the time. And he’d call several
times a day just to check on me, to see if I needed anything,” I said with just a hint of desperation.
“He respected me. Without a doubt, he’s the most adult, well-adjusted person I’ve ever been in a
relationship with. We wanted the same things, a stable economic future and a family, two kids.
We were both ready to settle down. Marrying him made perfect sense.”“Sounds great,” he
deadpanned.“I thought it was.”He sat forward, leaning his elbows on the table. “Let me check I’ve



got this right. You guys were together for months, getting married.”“Yes.”“And absolutely nothing
between the sheets?”I pursed my lips, readjusting my turban-towel hairdo. You know, buying
some time. If only I’d kept my mouth shut and just let the guy gawk at my breasts. Much better
than having this humiliating conversation, especially with him. The man was obviously some sort
of ridiculously cool Idaho sex god. Who the hell even knew such a thing existed?“Lydia?”I
growled or moaned. It was definitely one or the other, I’m just not sure which. Emotionally, things
were in upheaval. “There was some couch action. We messed around, we just didn’t go quite
that far. Well, we sort of did it.”His brows went up. “Sort of?”“Yes.”“Babe, if you’re not sure what
you did with this prick was sex or not, then it’s not. Let’s get that straight right now.”CHAPTER
FOUR“Nothing about your sex life didn’t make you think he might be gay?” Vaughan
asked.“Um…”“If you don’t mind me asking.”“Well, yes. I mean no, I don’t mind you asking. But
yes, our lack of intimacy should have made me think twice.” Oh, god. It really, really should have.
What with the lack of screwing, I’d screwed up magnificently. Shame filled me. “I still can’t believe
I fell for his crap.”“Guess he was convincing.”“He sure was.”“Least you didn’t go through with the
wedding.”I huffed out a breath. “Hell no. As soon as I saw…”A nod.“I’m not sure it’s actually sunk
in yet, that I’m not getting married today. I’m not spending the rest of my life building a home with
him.”“It’s big.”“Yeah.” I folded my hands in my lap. “I got carried away and took a leap of faith. It
just didn’t pay off.”He said nothing. Not like there was anything to say.“Trust is a bitch. Anyway.” I
shook it off. Time to move on, et cetera. If I kept telling myself as much, eventually it had to sink
in. “To answer your question. Honestly, Vaughan, we didn’t have much of a sex life to speak
of.”“What?” Elbows on the table, he leaned in, getting closer. “When was the last time you two
fucked?”I blinked. Not “had sex.” Not even “made love.” Fucked. Like language even mattered,
and yet … maybe I was a prude. I’d never thought of myself as one, though as today was
showing, I knew shit.“Lydia?”“Sorry. Just mentally beating myself up again.”“Stop it. That’s not
going to help.”“No, it’s not. But kind of hard to avoid today.”“Mm.”Tattoos covered his arms to the
wrists. Black and gray, mostly, with traces of color erupting here and there. An electric guitar with
an ornate skull above it. A diving bluebird surrounded by licks of flame. Beautiful ink work.
Whoever he went to was an artist.Opposite me, he pushed back his pale-red hair, waiting on me
to answer his question.“Well, we were waiting to have sex. His family are religious and quite
traditional.” My fingers meshed and twisted in my lap. “Big on appearances and stuff.
Yeah…”Little lines appeared between his brows.“But he told me he loved me all the time. And
he’d call several times a day just to check on me, to see if I needed anything,” I said with just a
hint of desperation. “He respected me. Without a doubt, he’s the most adult, well-adjusted
person I’ve ever been in a relationship with. We wanted the same things, a stable economic
future and a family, two kids. We were both ready to settle down. Marrying him made perfect
sense.”“Sounds great,” he deadpanned.“I thought it was.”He sat forward, leaning his elbows on
the table. “Let me check I’ve got this right. You guys were together for months, getting
married.”“Yes.”“And absolutely nothing between the sheets?”I pursed my lips, readjusting my
turban-towel hairdo. You know, buying some time. If only I’d kept my mouth shut and just let the



guy gawk at my breasts. Much better than having this humiliating conversation, especially with
him. The man was obviously some sort of ridiculously cool Idaho sex god. Who the hell even
knew such a thing existed?“Lydia?”I growled or moaned. It was definitely one or the other, I’m
just not sure which. Emotionally, things were in upheaval. “There was some couch action. We
messed around, we just didn’t go quite that far. Well, we sort of did it.”His brows went up. “Sort
of?”“Yes.”“Babe, if you’re not sure what you did with this prick was sex or not, then it’s not. Let’s
get that straight right now.”
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Lisa Maurer, “Lydia is AMAZING, Vaughn is the best - Kylie blew me away again! Loved Dirty
big time!. 4.5 “Babe” “crazy” “Dive Bar” KissesGod Bless the writing gods…Kylie Scott is back
with a vengeance and I couldn’t be happier about it. I’ve been unapologetically addicted to
Kylie’s writing since Lick and she has yet to deliver anything short of amazing in my book and
Dirty is just another addition to that magically awesome collection. If there was any doubt in my
mind that Kylie couldn’t rock my world with a brand new set of amazingly wonderful cast of
characters, they were completely obliterated within the first few pages. I could not stop reading
Dirty and every second that I wasn’t reading, I couldn’t get this story out of my head…I was
hypnotized in the best ways imaginable. I'm already insanely hooked on the Dive Bar
Series.Lydia Green…I mother freakin’ love this chick, she’s too bad @#$ for words and also
might be my new favorite spirit animal. First of all…she’s so much like me it’s unreal, so of course
that gives her 5 million awesome points to start off with. Second…I adore just about any and
every thought that came out of her head…I was so in sync with Lydia it was fantastic. Third…her
sense of humor and all her sassy little liners were the closest thing to genius since…well, all of
the Stage Dive girls, so I was basically on cloud nine the entire time. From A-to-Z, Lydia did it for
me…I loved every second I was in her head (which was in the entire book) and I probably could
have done with about 500 more pages of just her thoughts on everything in life. This chick has
basically been slapped upside the face with a horribly humiliating new reality of her life and
rather than crawling into a hole and pretending like the world doesn’t exist…she kinda takes the
bull by the horns and kicks some major @#$. Granted…she had a little help from a way-too-sexy-
for-his-own-good ginger rocker.‘“Really?” he drawled.“Absolutely. Life is short, Vaughan.” I
grinned. “And short or not, I intend to get one.”“One what?”“One life. Just the one. I’m not
greedy.”“Right.” The dude did not look convinced. Gosh, I liked him. He was so pretty. He and his
cock were the highlights of my day.’Vaughan Hewson…speaking of said sexy ginger rocker…I
haven’t crushed this hard on a ginger since Truth or Beard by Penny Reid (and I may or may not
being having ginger fantasies involving a crossover with these characters *spoiler alert* - it
would be amazing!!!). Vaughan is the epitome of the strong silent type…he reminds me a lot of
Ben from Deep - which strangely enough is where we first meet Vaughan. He’s a man of few
words but it’s funny how emotive he can be with a simple grunt, it works in so many different
ways for his character. I grew strangely addicted to the fact that he didn’t have to say a lot to
have a huge impact…I learned to pay attention to his actions and the way he treated others,
especially Lydia. And I think it also made me pay attention that much more whenever he did
speak and open up…it made those words more valuable and more important. It’s obvious that
Vaughan is very reserved…he has lived most of his life without commitments or being tied down
because it’s safer that way for him. And then the ultimate commitment lands in his bathtub.‘Our
bodies gravitated toward each other. The pull of one messed-up heart to another. I watched him
warily, trying to hold something back for safekeeping. It didn’t really work.’Just when I think I’ve



read the most creative first time a couple meets…then Kylie has to go and blow them all
completely out of the water. I mean…I’ll leave it at this, it involves a runaway bride, a naked
ginger and breaking and entering. And you know what…it worked. Brilliantly…effortlessly, and I
was beyond hooked from that point forward. To say Vaughan and Lydia’s first few days of
knowing each other are a whirlwind would be like saying the sun is ‘kind of’ hot. Everything
happens and it’s quick and a little intense and a lot crazy and honestly, I think if they didn’t have
each other they might not have survived. They both have their fair share of s#!% going on and it’s
like as long as they have each other to hold on to…it’s all good. They ground each other in a way
that shouldn’t work for complete strangers but that fact completely and totally melts away. It was
really hard for me to remember that they hadn’t known each other for that long because it didn’t
feel like a short amount of time and I love it when that happens. It’s like you put two people
together and time melts away and is completely inconsequential to the emotions and what is
happening between them. That’s what I read romance for, to focus on that and Vaughan and
Lydia mastered it without even trying.“You okay?” a deep familiar voice asked me from
behind.“Yep. Want to go out with me tonight after work, Vaughan?”First, a gentle tug on my
ponytail, then his lips brushed my ear. Christ, I liked that. Goose bumps ran riot down my spine. It
was all I could do not to give a happy-girl moan.“You asking me out on a date, Lydia?”“Yes,” I
said. “I am.”“Babe, I’d love to.” His hand rose to the back of my neck, stroking, drawing me closer.
Hot d@^#, did he have the moves. The man turned my mind to mush.“Something you need to
know,” he said. “Before tonight.”“What’s that?”“I put out on the first date,” he told me with a
perfectly straight face. “That okay with you?”“Oh, I’m counting on it.” My face might have been
aflame, but then so was the rest of my body. “I mean … it would have been so awkward if you
expected me to respect you for your mind or something. Yikes, how embarrassing. Between you
and me, I’m really only interested in getting into your pants.”The corner of his mouth twitched.“I’m
sure you’re a nice guy and all but, priorities, you know?”“I know.” The man’s smile would have
made a nun think twice. I never stood a chance. The way it lit his eyes seemed more magic than
biology. “All right then.”“We’re all set?”“We are indeed.”I am 1000000% in love with Kylie Scott’s
writing. Like I have an increasingly obsessive addiction to it…I crave her writing it because it’s
just sheer perfection and feeds a part of my brain that no one else can. I would feel bad about it…
but I just can’t. Her humor is perfection – dry, sarcastic, witty, impeccably timed and just
flawless…I simply love it. Her characters are downright addictive…I cannot even explain how
quickly they worm their way into my heart but it’s like I snap my fingers and I just love them to bits
and pieces. She’s insanely creative in completely unique ways…her stories are never
predictable for me…I just sit back and enjoy the ride. I don’t even know if it was intentional but
Kylie absolutely made me the happiest person in the universe when she had Mal make a cameo
towards the end of Dirty…I think it’s physically impossible to not love and adore that man and
every time I read him I get the biggest, goofiest grin on my face. I also loved that the book was
set in Coeur d’Alene, Idaho (if you’ve read any of Joanne Wylde’s books, then that place will
totally ring a bell) – I can’t think of any logical reason why but it just added a special little touch



for me.‘Our connection was absolute and always would be. No matter where he went. No matter
what he did. I’d lost a part of myself to him that I’d never get back. Hell, I gave it, even knowing it
wasn’t smart and I might regret it one day soon.Hearts are so stupid.’The ending….kind of snuck
up on me. Kylie really strung me along for this one, I was half convinced I wasn’t going to get an
HEA but with two minutes left in the final quarter, she mastered the impossible. Giving a
completely amazing ending that didn’t feel rushed. Just like everything else with Vaughan and
Lydia…what doesn’t work for most couples, works like a charm for them and it was really perfect.
What’s even more perfect…Dirty is just the start of the Dive Bar Series! WEEEEE! Gah, all that
goodness and it's just the start of my love affair, I'm too excited for words! Twist is the second
book and it’s about Joe…which really surprised me! I did not think his book would be next after
everything that happened in Dirty but after reading the synopsis…I’m so freaking pumped – I
cannot wait to see what Kylie’s genius does with this premise! #DiveBarAddict”

Inguna, “engaging plot. I found it refreshing that in this book the main hero was not rich and
famous and was not the one who saves lady in distress. I liked that Lydia took the lesson and
could realize that only she can solve her problems and find the new path of her life.Although the
time which Lydia and Vaughan spent together was short, their conversations and interactions
run deep. Sometimes we feel more comfortable to let questions and emotions to be stirred
outside our usual circle of family and friends. We feel safer and can give fresh look for other
person's life choices and have similar review of our life as well. I liked that I could read not only
lust but also friendship and deep understanding between Lydia and Vaughan.The story was told
from Lydia perspective. Her constant musing of what's going on in her labia, vagina and vulva
was too medical to be amusing and could be written better. Also there were other moments like
emergency contraception and farewell BJ which were hard to understand in context why they
were necessary in the general development in the plot. As it happens in the books where you get
the insights from only one perspective, the revelations made by Vaughan could be more
developed and not so rushed. On the other hand, throughout the book we could get the feeling
that Lydia was something special for him given his attempts to be romantic and his care for her.I
was hooked by side characters, they were well developed and I am really curious of the outcome
of Nell's situation. I will read the next book only with hope to find it out.”

shellbelle, “Pull up a stool, crack a cold one, and let Kylie tell you an entertaining story.. OMG! I
don't know how Kylie Scott does it, but every time she releases a new book I fall head over heels
in love with the leading man. Vaughan Hewson has stolen my heart ( don't worry Mal Ericson-
there's still room in my heart for you...lol) ! I even get girl crushes on her leading ladies because
they are so snarky. This time around I want to be Lydia Green, ruined wedding dress and all. I
wouldn't mind having her assets if it meant Vaughan couldn't stop staring while calling me
Babe.Dirty is the first book in the new Dive Bar series by Kylie Scott. After the end her highly
successful Stage Dive series, I wondered what would be next. I knew I was going to miss the



Stage Dive members and their unique romances. Kylie Scott has successfully dived off the rock
and roll stage and is now making a home in Coeur D'Alene at the Dive Bar. Pull up a stool, crack
a cold one, and let Kylie tell you an entertaining story.Lydia Green is a runaway bride after
discovering her groom was having a secret affair with his best man. What's a girl to do when her
dreams have been demolished? Run! Escape the humiliation. It may take climbing a six foot
fence and finding an itty bitty window open in the house on the other side of the fence. An
awkward climb and a crash landing in a bathtub leads Lydia to freedom and new encounters.
She never would of thought she would meet the sexiest man she's ever seen or that this sexy
man would change her life. First she has to face the wedding posse and shred the
groom.Vaughan Hewson has returned home to Coeur D'Alene with his tail between his legs and
his dreams broken. His musical career is in the pits after his band split up after a successful
opening tour with Stage Dive. He's broke, bandless, and jobless. The only thing he has is his
parents old house that he has mortgaged to the hilt. It's time to sell the place and find a new
direction in his musical career. First he will have to face his sister Nell, his old friends, and a
runaway bride in his bathtub.Vaughan and Lydia are both at crossroads in their lives. She has
finally found a place that she wants to stay put in. He wants to get out of town as quickly as
possible. At this point in their lives they are both down on their luck. As a result they form a
friendship that leads to an undeniable attraction.Living with each other and working at the Dive
Bar will build an unbreakable bond and may very well be their road to happiness. First they will
have to learn that dreams evolve and change. Friends and family are the glue that holds the
heart and soul together.Kylie Scott has once again delivered a fantastic, fun, snarky book loaded
with quirky characters. She gives the readers a unique story with the right amount of humor,
romance, hot sex, and an exceptional story.It happens at the Dive Bar in Coeur D'Alene. Get
ready to meet an incredible crew of people with very interesting, complex stories of their
own.Grab a stool, order a cold one, and get ready for a doozy of a story. Who knows who may
be sitting next to you. Your new drinking companion may be a tortured tattoo artist with ex wife
issues or a spastic, meddling drummer ready to tell you the perks of reading romance novels.It
all happens at the Dive Bar.  It's time to get DIRTY!”

Poetic Puppy, “Such fun!. Lydia is a runaway bride. On the day of her wedding she learns the
truth about her fiancé and decides that the only sane course of action is to flee, and flee quickly.
Vaughan is a musician who is down on his luck. On returning home, he’s shocked to find Lydia in
his bathtub. Both individuals have their issues, but it doesn’t stop either of them from recognising
the chemistry between them.I loved this book. There’s such a fun, flirty feeling to the way in
which it’s written. I especially love the way the Lydia’s mind works and the way in which the
characters interact with one another. There’s a comment made very early on about Lydia’s
upbringing but it’s clear that Vaughan has no such issue with it. In fact, he’s probably worse than
she is when it comes to just saying what he’s thinking. Providing what he’s thinking is
inappropriate and probably shouldn’t be said in aloud. Personally, I think it’s their frank



conversations that help to make their self-professed ‘crazy’ relationship more believable. Some
romance novels move too quickly but with these two, you’re right there with them, cheering them
on, even though you know as well as they do that there’s an expiration date to whatever it is
that’s going on between them. I think it’s Lydia’s feistiness that draws me to her. She’s sweet, if a
little crazy but we understand why and her strange outbursts only endear her more to us, and
Vaughan.While I love the characters, the plot and the way in which it’s written, I’m not so keen on
the ending. I understand that we’ll probably see more of the main characters in subsequent
novels, but the ending still seemed to come too quickly for me. I’m not sure if that’s because I
simply wanted more or if it’s because there were still a few things I wanted to know. Whatever it
is, it’s not something that has soured my opinion of Dirty; I loved it and am already looking
forward to diving back into the Dive Bar series with Twist (book 2).Side-note: I possibly should
have read the Stage Dive series first but I don’t think it hurts any to have started with the spin-off.
I don’t think I’ve lost out on anything by reading this book first, but I reserve the right to change
my mind once I’ve caught up with the other series, which I definitely plan to do in the near future.
I absolutely loved this writer and am so glad that I gave this book a chance.Quote: To trespass or
to be discovered? Not a hard call to make. Call me Goldilocks. I was going in. If I got eaten by a
bear, then so be it. At least I’d make a decent-size meal.Suggested Audience: Adult readers of
Romantic FictionPerspective: First personProfanity: FrequentSexual content: Frequent and
explicitViolence: Sporadic”

Donna, “4.5 starts welcome to the Dive Bar !. Patience is not my strongest point, but when Kylie
announced this particular series, I had it in bucket loads. I floved the Stage Dive boys and when
the series came to an end I was left wanting more. Thankful Kylie decided to bring to life Dive
Bar and I’m very grateful she did !I have found my new favourite place, a safe haven of fun and
frolics, friendship and relationships galore. Welcome to the Dive Bar !Lydia is one kick ass girl,
from finding out your fiancé bats for the other team (seeing it on film) to climbing a 6ft fence in
heels and a wedding dress, getting stuck in a window (something I’d probably do) and entering a
house uninvited. She had all the sass and the attitude you wanted, but what I liked is that I could
relate to her with her insecurities and body image issues. They aren’t the best but it was great to
see that not every heroine in a book has to be picture perfect from the start ! I wanted to know
more and Lydia had me hooked.The first time we meet Vaughan he is in his birthday suit and
there in all his glory, and Lydia, like me or any sane woman sat in a bath tub, couldn’t keep her
eyes off him!Vaughan couldn’t keep his eyes off of Lydia’s ample bust and here we found
common ground. I particularly enjoyed the banter between the two, the flirting without flirting. We
find that he is the guitarist from the band that toured with Stage Dive and have now gone their
separate ways loving Vaughan broke and one of the reasons he had returned home.The
secondary characters are equally brilliant in their own right and each equally an essential part to
the series I’m looking forward to learning more about each one.Nell is part owner of the Dive Bar
and Vaughans sister, she sets him to work. Lydia can’t keep her eyes off him. “Your Brother is



hot, like smokin’ hot, honestly it’s kind of impossible to have a vagina and not look”The
dynamics between all the characters is fascinating and I over how Lydia and Vaughans
relationship progressed from friends to lovers “I’m going to kiss you know” “Oh okay !”Lydia fell
and Vaughan fell, but before you knew it the twists and turns had you waiting with baited breath
to see if they made it or not.A bonus was the unexpected appearance of Mal ! Yay“Ruh Roh”We
have reached the end. Kylie Scott I salute you for making me feel at home in the Dive Bar ! I am
so hooked I plan on staying awhile, floved this book Lydia and Vaughan stole my heart.As for
Nell, Eric, Pat, Andre, Joe and Rose, I’ll see you again and I’m expecting great things.Welcome
to the Dive Bar, make yourself at home xxBig beautiful 4.5 stars”

Jade, “SO GOOD. Cute, sweet, funny and sexy with all the good feels!. "Lydia, I've been chasing
music all my life. But you're the best opportunity I've ever had,"Omg Vaughan and Lydia were
just so freaking cute. And not in a over the top, sugary way. They just fit and they were so cute
together."Something you need to know," he said. "Before tonight.""What's that?""I put out on the
first date," he told me with a perfectly straight face. "That okay with you?""Oh, I'm counting on
it" ... "I mean . . . it would have been so awkward if you expected me to respect you for your mind
or something. Yikes, how embarrassing. Between you and me, I'm really only interested in
getting into your pants."The corner of his mouth twitched."I'm sure you're a nice guy and all but,
priorities, you know?"What was supposed to be the happiest day of her life turned into the
unhappiest day of her life. Or was it a lucky escape? Because Lydia definitely escaped.Being in
a small town and having nothing else, she had very view choices as where to go. Until she can
get right on out of there she needs to take the first opportunity to lay low. Breaking into
someone's house it is.Vaughan is back in town while he tries to figure out where the music is
going to take him next but he's out of that house and that town as soon as he can be.I think what
made this so good is the friendship, the banter and wit between Vaughan and Lydia. Their
interactions were funny, cute and even sexy. This happens quickly between the two but it just
doesn't feel like that. You just feel all the good feels!! That's not to say there's not bumps in the
road because there definitely are but that's what I've come to adore about Kylie Scott's writing
it's soft and quiet but packs a punch. It has everything that you need and isn't over dramatised or
contrived but still does what it needs to. I just adore that. So much. Vaughan was a great guy,
sweet and considerate with a couple of Jerk moments where Lydia was sassy, vulnerable at
times and had a huge heart.Both were hilarious and made for each other."I'm crazy about you
too. Crazy in all the ways the word can be taken."Like always, all the characters are lovable.
Flawed but lovable. The friendship between the ladies I loved, there are only few interactions but
when it's like this how can you not love it----->"Can't you just accidentally get pregnant and make
Vaughan stay in Coure d'Alene? I want some family around.""Um, no. Sorry.""Fine. Ruin
everything, Lydia. See if I care.""Gosh, Lydia," chided Rosie with a smile. "She's not asking for
much."[...] "You should just let me do what I want with your uterus."Oh and my favorite rock star
making an appearance and sharing his wisdom ;-)"You have no idea the amount of good they



can do for you between the sheets and on the streets. If you love your girl? Buy her books."Sigh.
I missed him.All the other characters are brilliant and intriguing and Kylie Scott really knows how
to set up the characters for the next book(s)!”

Kat P, “I loved this statement. "The last thing Vaughan expects to find when he returns to his
childhood home is a broken hearted bride in his shower, let alone the drama and chaos that
comes with her."The statement above is the reason why I read this book, I loved this statement.
I love Kylie Scott Stage Dive series, I fell in love with the guys and girls. I didn't think she could
make me fell in love with another group of people.Vaughan Hewson arrived back at his
childhood home and found Lydia Green in this bathtub having a nervous breakdown. He just got
back home from touring with Stage Dive and his band Hear Down Fourth. The only reason he
came home was his band broke up, there was only him and Conn left.Lydia Green ran away from
her own wedding when she was sent a video of her fiancé Chris sleeping with his best friend
Paul. She just ran and climbed a fence to get away from them all. She landed in an overgrown
garden which belong to Vaughan. She broke into his house and hid in his bathtub."I knew this
was not a good situation to get caught in.1. I'd basically broken into the guy's house.2. And had
then gone on making myself right at home, having a messy emotional breakdown in his
bathtub.This was all Chris's fault, the bastard."I love Vaughan, Lydia and all the Dirty Characters.
I can't wait for book 2 Twist!!I would recommend Kylie Scott books.”

Books Laid Bare, “So Funny!!! Really great read. Could not and would not put this down! I
adored this book, I loved the characters, I loved the setting and most of all I absolutely loved the
humour. This was Kylie Scott at her very best and that is saying something since her Stage Dive
Series is one of my favourite reads ever!Lydia is fabulous, I want her as my new BFF, she was so
darn funny that I just couldn’t take my eyes off the page. I liked Vaughan but I bl**dy loved Lydia!!
Vaughan is mentioned in the Stage Dive series but if you didn’t pay close attention you might
very well have missed him- I know a re-read may be in order…yippee!!!So what about Dirty …
well the way they meet, the fact that Lydia is on the run from her own wedding and why, well that
just tickled me. She was a hoot and from the off she never let that humour disappear.I liked that
Vaughan was a little rough and ready but yet not too macho to show his sensitive site. They
bounced off each other in so many ways that once they started adding friends and family into the
mix, I had my fingers crossed for the two of them.And when it came to the two of them getting
physical, oh my god they set the page alight!I loved the secondary characters and I also liked
the way that the author set up so many scenarios for the rest of the series.”
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